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Machine-Assisted Modelling of Lithology and Metasomatism

by Shawn B. HOOD

Machine learning (ML), a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI), includes computa-
tional methods to identify patterns in data efficiently, objectively, and repeatably.
These methods have increasingly been adopted in economic geology, which incor-
porates the science of mineral exploration. Computational techniques such as clus-
tering, classification, and automation algorithms are several decades old yet are only
recently moving from use by Earth informatics specialists towards common appli-
cation by mineral exploration geologists. This thesis explores and progresses the
application of these methods in a mineral exploration context, using multivariate
data to interpret bedrock lithology and metasomatism (the alteration of minerals in
rocks by fluid). The goal of this research is to demonstrate how machine learning
and automated analysis, guided by the geological experience of a domain expert,
may be more routinely used.

Three core thesis chapters each detail a case study where ML is applied to create
maps or spatial models of lithology or metasomatism. In the first study, remote
sensing data for a regional mineral exploration project in western Eritrea are used to
produce maps of predicted bedrock, where substantial transported cover had previ-
ously been mapped. This study illustrates the utility of selecting appropriate input
features for ML by a domain expert. By separating input features and producing
iterative maps, practical bedrock maps are generated. The spatial representation of
class membership probability and entropy are also shown to add value for domain
expert interpretation of bedrock predictions.

The second case study uses whole-rock geochemical data from the Minto Cu-Au
mining area in northwest Canada to produce cross-sections of granitoid dykes and
sills. Machine learning is applied to interpret protolith rock geometry where over-
printing ductile deformation and metasomatism obscure diagnostic textures of pri-
mary minerals. Data are first normalised and then clustered into natural groupings
that represent protolith lithologies or rock-type subunits. These clusters then inform
supervised classification to assign protolith equivalent labels to samples of altered
rocks. Results highlight the need to account for the mathematical constraints on
compositional geochemical data before applying ML, because cross-validation met-
rics yield similar values even when classification results are geologically spurious.
The results allow reconstruction of protolith geometry and an understanding of how
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rock type may have influenced later partitioning of hydrothermal fluids and ductile
deformation. A workflow is provided, to guide domain experts who wish to apply
this method.

In the final case study, a statistically-robust approach is used to quantify and model
metasomatism within a shear-zone at the Hamlet orogenic Au mine in Western Aus-
tralia. Whole-rock geochemical data from drill core were first processed to transform
them from compositional space (i.e., summing to a constant such as ppm or weight
percent) to Euclidean mathematical space (i.e., appropriate for statistical analyses).
These transformed data were then used to construct synthetic data matrices, pro-
duced in a way that better represents the variable composition of protolith and
metasomatised samples. Matrices are then used to compute mass balance estimates
for geochemical elements using a Monte Carlo method, an approach which facili-
tates creating confidence intervals about the averaged results. The element enrich-
ment and depletion values were plotted in three-dimensions to investigate potential
metasomatic trends. Results indicate broad spatially cohesive regions of Bi, Na and
K enrichment interpreted to correspond with fluid-focusing structures within the
Au mineralised shear plane. The method presented in this case study improves the
understanding of element mobility in a shear-associated, greenstone-hosted Au de-
posit. However, the approach also provides a way to pre-process large geochemical
datasets before use with ML.

The research in this thesis demonstrates the practical value that can be gained by
merging domain expertise with ML. The techniques described herein are generally
well-understood and well-studied, yet their application by mineral exploration ge-
ologists has only recently become commonplace. The findings of this thesis will
contribute significantly to the uptake of such computational methods for the objec-
tive and repeatable construction of reliable maps and models of lithology and meta-
somatism. Importantly, this research provides real-world examples of robust and
auditable workflows, which produce results that can be integrated by non-technical
domain experts: economic geologists exploring for mineral deposits.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis Motivation

The exploration and exploitation of mineral deposits is a data-rich activity, and the
minerals industry can benefit from computational tools that integrate well with do-
main expertise and existing work flows. Approaches are required that complement
familiar and versatile approaches used by domain experts, but improve pattern
recognition or statistical modelling by making results more objective and repeat-
able. This thesis is motivated by the increasing role and problem-solving successes
of machine learning (ML) approaches applied in other disciplines, which has gen-
erated interest within the mineral exploration and mining community. There is a
desire investigate how understanding mineral deposits can be improved through
more routine use of ML by economic geologists without a technical computer- or
data-science backgound. Optimally, techniques would improve data processing and
interpretation especially when large numbers of samples and are present and data
are multivariate.

1.2 Thesis Aims

The main objective of this thesis is to explore, develop and apply types of artificial
intelligence (AI) to pattern recognition tasks within mineral exploration work flows
that traditionally rely on domain expertise and are commonly laborious to complete.
More specifically, using ML and automated analyses (henceforth grouped loosely as
ML) are investigated as substitutions for manual and subjective pattern recognition
of remote sensing or geochemical data. The aim is to produce repeatable and objec-
tive results that can be interrogated and interpreted by a domain expert, who also
guides the work flow and critically assesses the results. Restated, this thesis seeks to
identify aspects of mineral exploration work flows that might be more effectively or
efficiently completed by a computer.

1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis presents ML techniques as modules that can be incorporated into tradi-
tional mineral exploration work flows. To accomplish this, data-driven case studies
are given, reflecting common mineral exploration work flows, which seek to inter-
pret rock type or metasomatic (hydrothermal alteration) effects around mineralised
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systems. In these cases, machine learning algorithms (MLAs) are substituted for
conventional, manual pattern recognition techniques. The three core chapters of this
thesis have been submitted to peer-reviewed journals and have either been pub-
lished or are under review at the time of submission. There is a necessary, but small
amount of repeated background material in each core research chapter, as they are
standalone journal publications.

Chapter 2 provides context for the thesis by reviewing background material, fram-
ing the application of artificial intelligence (AI) and ML towards mineral deposits
and exploration. This includes a definition of AI to help clarify the subject for non-
specialists, and information on the application of AI to mineral exploration tasks,
albeit typically by specialists. It then gives a brief background to clustering, classifi-
cation, and automated statistical analysis, as related to geoscience data and mineral
exploration; more specific information on individual algorithms is given within the
respective core chapters.

Chapter 3 uses current best practise for producing regional-scale lithology maps
using supervised classification of remote sensing data. This chapter explores the
influence of different geoinformation (input features) on the outcome of bedrock
mapping using ML, with results are visualised through map comparisons. A short
review of peer-review literature is included, highlighting how data features are typ-
ically grouped together for classification tasks. This approach is extended by pre-
senting a mineral deposit case study area (the Kerkasha region, Eritrea), and details
the advantages of separating data features as compared to combining data features.
An innovative contribution in this chapter is the detailed consideration of how qual-
itative assessment by a domain expert contributes to the production and use of clas-
sified bedrock maps. Results are also considered in terms of uncertainty, measured
using the entropy of class membership probabilities. This chapter has been submit-
ted to the Journal of Applied Computing and Geosciences1.

Chapter 4 investigates the interpretation of protolith rocks using geochemical data,
where overprinting deformation and metasomatism is strongly developed at the
Minto Cu-Ag-Au Deposit in Canada. This chapter shows the benefit of transform-
ing compositional data before application of machine learning techniques, the im-
proved speed of data synthesis by automating geochemical pattern recognition, and
improved insight by interpreting derived data to produce a new geological cross
section. This chapter compares the use of compositional geochemical data (which is
constrained by a constant-sum, i.e. does not inhabit a Euclidean number-space, and
is therefore mathematically inappropriate for off-the-shelf ML algorithms) to trans-
formed data (where variables are not mutually dependant and can be used for ML).
An key contribution from this chapter is the production of cross sections to inter-
pret original lithology regardless of overprinting geological effects or history, using
clustering followed by classification. An example of why compositional geochemical
data should be processed before ML is demonstrated by falsely high cross-validation
measures. This chapter has been published in the Journal of Geochemical Exploration2.

1Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., Reading, A.M., in review. Improving supervised classifi-
cation of bedrock in areas of transported overburden: Application of domain knowledge at Kerkasha, Eritrea.
Journal of Applied Computing and Geosciences.

2Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., 2018. Linking Protolith Rocks to Altered Equivalents by
Combining Unsupervised and Supervised Machine Learning. Journal of Geochemical Exploration, 186,
270-280.
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Chapter 5 considers ML in terms of statistical modelling and automation applied
to geochemical data. This chapter presents normalised geochemical information
in three-dimensions (3-D) to represent a fluid-flow network across a shear zone,
and adds to the understanding of the orogenic-class of shear-hosted lode-gold de-
posits. A multivariate technique is combined with a statistically robust bootstrap-
ping method to produce a synthetic data distribution that accounts for natural geo-
chemical variability. Matrices of synthetic data are then used to generate estimates
of mass change for mineralised domains, and to model alteration zones in 3-D. Re-
sults include a consideration of uncertainty, in terms of 95% confidence limits. A
key contribution from this chapter is the interpretation of results as geochemical ev-
idence for structural controls on mineralisation and fluid flow in a mid-crustal shear
zone. Additionally, the algorithms presented in the chapter are readily adaptable to
conventional clustering and classification tasks. This chapter has been published at
Chemical Geology3.

Chapter 6 considers the three core chapters in terms of how they demonstrate ML
problem solving, adapted to mineral exploration, and the related role of the domain
expert. In this chapter, important questions for the mineral exploration community
are deliberated and include: (i) what are ways to address the variability or uncer-
tainty of geoscience data and ML results, as related to mineral exploration; (ii) how
can input features influence ML results, and how they can be optimally selected for;
(iii) should a purely data-driven approach should be taken, and is there is value in
adding domain expertise, and; (iv) how are ML techniques likely to be integrated
within routine mineral exploration efforts, in the future?

3Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., Reading, A.M., 2019. Element mobility and spatial zonation
associated with the Hamlet orogenic gold deposit, Western Australia: Implications for fluid pathways in shear
zones. Chemical Geology, 514, 10-26.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Artificial Intelligence has numerous and varied definitions, leading to confusion and
disagreement about what it represents, and how it relates to societal, academic, and
industry domains, including the mineral resources sector (Schell, 1988; Cole, 1990;
Luckin et al., 2016; Baum, 2018). In this PhD thesis, a general definition is used: AI
is the artificial machine-based reproduction of tasks inspired by, or conventionally
accomplished by humans (or other animals) using their natural intelligence (Bright,
1958; Schell, 1988; Cole, 1990; Negnevitsky, 2002; Luckin et al., 2016; Baum, 2018).
This definition is in-keeping with original AI literature and helps to avoid “The AI
Effect”, whereby tasks considered to be solved by AI are no longer considered to
be AI (McCorduck, 2004; Martínez-Plumed et al., 2018). “The AI Effect” leads to a
perceived shift of the function and application of AI, and its various subfields, over
time. Hence, the delivery of AI solutions are always perceived to be in the future,
even as techniques already deliver value to workers (Laswell, 1989; McCorduck,
2004).

AI can be divided into two, outcome-based paradigms. The term ‘General AI’ refers
to the as yet-unattained goal of a human-like superintelligence, whereas, task-oriented
‘Domain Specific AI’ includes decades-old approaches of software automation and
statistical modelling (Samuel, 1969; Council, 1999; Goertzel and Pennachin, 2007;
Kanazawa and Perina, 2009). For example, Machine Learning (ML), a subfield of
Domain Specific AI (Figure 2.1), is defined as any computer program that improves
its performance at some task through experience or iteration (Mitchell, 1997). This
definition includes automated analyses, essentially, algorithms that are organised to
replace analysis done by a human (Negnevitsky, 2002). These techniques are well-
studied and readily available as open source or proprietary software packages and
programming libraries (e.g., Holmes et al., 1994; Berthold et al., 2009; Pedregosa
et al., 2011; Demsar et al., 2013). While ML adds value in many scientific dis-
ciplines, e.g., computer science, medicine, biology, and Geographical Information
Systems (Rosenblatt, 1958; Feigenbaum and Feldman, 1963; Durkin, 1994; Mitchell,
1997; Magoulas and Prentza, 1999; Marsland, 2009; Alpaydin, 2014; Obermeyer and
Emanuel, 2016), questions remain about its application to mineral deposit explo-
ration.
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FIGURE 2.1: A generalised and simplified diagram to relate subfields
of Domain Specific AI that have contributed to mineral exploration.
Outer green circles relate to larger academic fields which contribute
to machine learning (yellow circle). Topics investigated in this thesis
are given in bold. The figure is an amalgamation of several sources
(Mitchell, 1997; Negnevitsky, 1997; Negnevitsky, 2002; Russell and
Norvig, 2010) and is non-exhaustive, i.e., fields and subfields not di-
rectly relevant to this study have been omitted for clarity. Note that
fields are illustrative, and circle radius is not proportional to subdis-

cipline importance or volume of research.

2.2 A History of Machine Learning and Mineral Exploration

Mineral exploration is an economic activity expected to provide an acceptable re-
turn to its investors (Singer, 1999; Lord, 2001). The future viability of any mining
or mineral exploration company depends on maintaining and growing its access to
economically mineable mineral resources, known as ore. Ore minerals might refer
to any economically extractable mineral resource (e.g., gravel, diamonds, precious
metals or base metals). Mineral exploration can be described as a search through
a defined parameter space. This search space is the given set of conditions which
constrain economically-significant outcomes (i.e., discovery of ore deposits), includ-
ing geological features specific to a target ore-type, economics of extraction, cover
conditions, and the local political and commercial environment. The first wave of
deposit discoveries in any prospective area are usually empirically driven, shallow
in depth, and do not need a strong geological understanding (Blain, 2000; Hronsky
and Groves, 2008; Schodde, 2011). However, geological understanding is critical
for discovery of non-obvious ore, e.g., does not outcrop or have an obvious surfi-
cial expression (Jébrak, 2006; Hronsky and Groves, 2008). Finding these, so called,
‘blind’ deposits requires a sound geological understanding of the relevant mineral
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system (Wyborn et al., 1994; McCuaig et al., 2010; Hagemann et al., 2016). Exam-
ples of discovery via manual, traditional, conceptual exploration strategies abound
in economic geology literature (e.g., Miller, 1976; Robbins, 1978; Van Leeuwen, 1994;
Woodall, 1994; Blain, 2000; Sillitoe, 2000; Belperio et al., 2007). These strategies use
conventional, non-machine-assisted approaches to synthesise geological data. How-
ever, the overall frequency of deposit discovery has declined over time (Schodde,
2011) and so new mineral exploration strategies are constantly being developed.

There is a belief that the application of emerging technologies can improve mineral
deposit discovery rates (Hronsky and Groves, 2008; Schodde, 2010; Witherly, 2012;
Kreuzer et al., 2015). Since geological data are routinely collected during explo-
ration and mining efforts, there is hope that finding additional mineralisation can
be accomplished by re-synthesis of these data (Barnett and Williams, 2006). A core
skill of an experienced economic geologist is pattern recognition. This might include
field-based work (e.g., recognising groupings of rock types, alteration minerals, or
mineral textures related to mineralisation) or laboratory-based work (e.g., identify-
ing groups of similar analyses from geochemical analyses, or of spectral data from
remote sensing data sets). Machine learning algorithms include approaches that can
generally be applied towards pattern recognition in these areas. Automated pattern
recognition and statistical models are investigated as substitutions for manual and
subjective observations. The aim is to produce repeatable and objective results that
can be interrogated and interpreted by a domain expert.

A problem arises due to the considerable diversity and large amount of geoscience
data readily available to economic geologists (Farr et al., 2007; Kraut and Wetter-
green, 2010; Sellars et al., 2013; Gandomi and Haider, 2015). This issue prohibits
an individual from timely manual synthesis and interpretation (Fayyad, 1996; Lusty
and Gunn, 2015). The digital data deluge means that a domain expert typically
selects a data subset to interpret, usually a subset related to their own specific exper-
tise. When presented with abundant geological data, there is a measurable increase
in irrational, subjective, and incorrect exploration decisions (Wastell et al., 2011).

There are significant opportunities to leverage ML and consider multivariate data
(Lusty and Gunn, 2015). Common aspects of mineral exploration may be made more
efficient, objective, and repeatable using ML and automated analyses. In many in-
dustries this integration is generally referred to as data science, although this term
is a rebranding of what would otherwise be considered multidisciplinary problem-
solving (Figure 2.2; Belzer, 1976; Schneider, 2013; Waller and Fawcett, 2013; Gauthier
and Kaluzny, 2018). In this thesis, the term data science will be avoided.

The application of AI and ML to solving scientific problems in many disciplines
has grown rapidly in recent years. This is apparent when comparing the relative
number of examples given in introductory chapters of AI texts spanning six decades
(Feigenbaum and Feldman, 1963; Durkin, 1994; Mitchell, 1997; Marsland, 2009; Al-
paydin, 2014). The application of AI for geoscientific tasks, in particular economic
geology, has developed comparatively more slowly, e.g., the following summarise
the state-of-art over four decades: Sklavounos and Sakellariou (1970), Duda et al.
(1979), Campbell et al. (1982), Agterberg (1989), Howell et al. (1994), Brown et al.
(2000), Barnett and Williams (2006), Porwal (2006), Porwal and Kreuzer (2010), Car-
ranza (2011), Cracknell (2014), and Porwal and Carranza (2015). The relatively slow
uptake of AI in economic geology is surprising because cross-disciplinary textbooks
usually refer to mineral exploration as one field that experienced an early and sig-
nificant success (Quinlan, 1989; Leondes, 2002; Negnevitsky, 2002).
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FIGURE 2.2: Generalised and simplified Venn diagram to represent
how specialised disciplines are combined as data science (multidisci-
plinary problem solving), and how ML relates to domain expertise.

Adapted from Conway (2013) and Schneider (2013).

The earliest application of AI towards mineral exploration involved expert systems.
Such computer systems emulate the decision-making ability of a domain expert
by using heuristics, pre-defined logical if-then rulesets, to solve complex problems
(Jackson, 1998). First and foremost in mineral exploration was the PROSPECTOR
system, which in 1978 discovered the Mt Tolman molybdenum deposit in northwest
USA, that in 1990, was estimated to contain 2.4 billion tons of ore with an average
grade of 0.093% MoS2 and cut-off grade of 0.048% MoS2 (Duda et al., 1979; Campbell
et al., 1982; Derkey et al., 1990). Expert systems are intended to leverage the knowl-
edge of domain experts through a digital work flow. However, expert systems are
inflexible (Negnevitsky, 1997), and cannot be developed or updated quickly (Water-
man and Guide, 1986).

Model-based mineral prospectivity mapping (e.g., Duda et al., 1978; Campbell et
al., 1982; Bonham-Carter et al., 1988; Katz, 1991; Reddy, 1992; Knox-Robinson and
Wyborn, 1997; Porwal and Carranza, 2015) is a predictive tool that commonly utilises
ML for narrowing down target areas for exploration at different scales (Figure 2.3).
A mineral prospectivity model employs an integration function that relates a set
of geological features (the input variables) to the presence of a target mineral de-
posit (the output variable). Inputted geological features, e.g., lithology, alteration,
geophysics, or geochemistry, are considered spatial proxies for mineralisation pro-
cesses (Agterberg et al., 1993; Carranza, 2002; Carranza, 2009; Porwal and Carranza,
2015; Zuo, 2017). Given the plethora of mineral prospectivity approaches that have
been devised, any economic geologist should wonder if every mineral deposit has
already been identified. For example, weights-of-evidence (Bonham-Carter, 1989;
Agterberg et al., 1990; Porwal et al., 2001), logistic-regression (Harris and Pan, 1999),
fuzzy logic (An, 1991; Porwal et al., 2003a ), neural networks (Porwal et al., 2003b;
Abedi and Norouzi, 2012), Bayesian network classifiers (Porwal et al., 2006), support
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FIGURE 2.3: Mineral deposit discovery can be advanced using two
schemes: the theoretical approach of using models and developing
predictions and the empirical approach of building from observations
to interpretations. The output of model predictions provides spatial
understanding to a region, and can be assessed by observations (e.g.,
from outcrop). In contrast, an empirical approach will collate acces-
sible field observations (e.g., from outcrop) in a spatial contest, and
use successive tasks to produce an interpretation of deposit evolution
and the processes facilitating mineralisation. The term "least accessi-
ble" relates to geological processes unlikely to be observed in action,
whereas "most accessible" relates to simple observation. Adapted
from Tikoff et al. (2013) and revised using Vearncombe et al. (2016)

and Knox-Robinson and Wyborn (1997).

vector machine classification (Abedi et al., 2012), Random Forests (RF) classification
and regression (Carranza and Laborte, 2015; McKay and Harris, 2016), and Boltz-
man machine classification (Chen, 2015), have all been demonstrated as effective
algorithms for model-based prospectivity. However, the performance of an explo-
ration model depends largely on the quality of the conceptualised mineral deposit
genetic model, and how well the input geological features maps or deposit models
capture the mineralisation formative processes or location of known mineralisation
(Carranza, 2002; Porwal, 2006; McCuaig et al., 2007; McCuaig et al., 2010).

While ML can be used to build prospectivity models, it can also be used to enhance
individual stages of observation and interpretation, which are then combined to in-
form deposit exploration strategies (Figure 2.3). Mineral deposit discovery can be
divided into two generalised schemes: a theoretical approach for generating predic-
tions from models , or an empirical approach for formulating interpretations from
observations (Knox-Robinson and Wyborn, 1997; McCuaig et al., 2007; McCuaig et
al., 2010; Tikoff et al., 2013; Vearncombe et al., 2016). These approaches can be com-
plementary and are both represented in the application of ML to economic geology.
Generally, the theoretical approach begins with a deposit model, which is based on
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the interpretation of mineralising processes and genesis of the deposit. Model pre-
dictions provide spatial understanding within a region and can be evaluated against
observations (e.g., from outcrop). In contrast, an empirical approach will collate ac-
cessible field observations (e.g., from outcrop) in a spatial context, and use these to
produce an interpretation of deposit evolution and the processes facilitating miner-
alisation.

Empirical, interpretation-oriented mineral exploration (Figure 2.3) benefits from ML
when tasks between observation and interpretation are facilitated. Supervised and
unsupervised learning are two subfields of ML commonly used to create geological
interpretations to assist mineral exploration (Figure 2.1). These are explored within
the core chapters of this thesis and are briefly summarised here. In supervised learn-
ing a statistical model is created, based on training data, that best predicts sample
classes. Training is optimised using a minimisation function that incorporates error
or loss of information (Bousquet et al., 2004; Hastie, 2009). In unsupervised learning,
the algorithm is given unlimited scope to find natural groups or clusters in data that
best describe its inherent relationships (Ripley, 1996; Hastie, 2009). Creating geo-
logical products using supervised or unsupervised ML has been studied for several
decades (Grunsky, 1986; Howell et al., 1994; Grunsky and Smee, 1999; McBratney
et al., 2003; Barnett and Williams, 2009; Cracknell and Reading, 2014; Grunsky et
al., 2014; Trepanier et al., 2016; Kuhn et al., 2018; Ordóñez-Calderón and Gelcich,
2018). The resulting products (e.g., geological maps) are then used to inform more
traditional mineral exploration work flows (Barnett and Williams, 2009; Cracknell
and Reading, 2014; Kuhn et al., 2018).

The preceding text refers to about 50 years’ worth of examples where ML has been
applied in a variety of ways to mineral exploration problems, often with measurable
success or value addition, i.e., mineral deposit discovery or to facilitate the efforts of
economic geologists by rendering tasks more efficient or accurate. However, most
of this work has been carried out by academic or industry specialists. The main bar-
rier to uptake of ML methods by the general geoscience community was interpreted
to be the complexity of learning the required computer system interfaces and pro-
gramming languages (Fabbri and Kasvand, 1988). However, knowledge of how ML
can be applied to mineral exploration is becoming more accepted (Cracknell, 2014;
Lary et al., 2016; Zuo et al., 2016; Caté et al., 2017; Zuo, 2017) and the options for ap-
plying ML are becoming more accessible (Holmes et al., 1994; Berthold et al., 2009;
Pedregosa et al., 2011; Demsar et al., 2013).

2.3 Topics Explored in this Thesis

The literature summarised in the previous section presents ML as a tool with the
ability to support empirical mineral exploration approaches (Figure 2.2). Pattern
detection tasks can be guided by domain experts, economic geologists, who extract
insight from ML results. Key tasks which benefit from ML are the creation of lithol-
ogy, regolith, and metasomatism maps or 3-D models. These products can improve
the spatial understanding of a deposit, the evolution of a deposit, or the dynamic
processes related to deposit formation. The use of ML also provides numeric mea-
sures of confidence. Spatially presented numeric measures of confidence are useful
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to assess model output, but they also represent an accessible way for economic ge-
ologists to relate to the output of ML algorithms, where they may not have technical
expertise to critically assess the work from a mathematical standpoint.

2.3.1 Machine-Assisted Spatial Understanding

Rapid and accurate geological mapping is a common problem in the mineral explo-
ration community, especially where data for traditional mapping are sparse, e.g.,
when bedrock overlain by regolith and does not outcrop. Historic mapping or geo-
physical information may be available but cannot be interpreted robustly because
multivariate data are complex to interpret manually. Geological mapping using su-
pervised classification offers the potential to produce objective and reproducible in-
terpretations of bedrock by considering multiple layers of information simultane-
ously. Additionally, processed remote-sensing data (hyperspectral or multispectral)
can provide alternative mineralogical information than visual observations in the
field.

The integration of geophysical, hyperspectral, and geochemical data to inform ML
classification of bedrock is well studied (e.g., using the RF algorithm; Cracknell and
Reading, 2014; Cracknell et al., 2014; Harris and Grunsky, 2015; Kuhn et al., 2018).
This approach is explored in Chapter 3, where bedrock maps improve the spatial
understanding of the area by improving an existing map. The role of a domain
expert in interpreting ML results is enhanced by visualising the spatial distribution
of a measure of uncertainty, the entropy of class membership probability. Although
not normally considered a scoring metric for supervised classification, entropy of
class membership probabilities assists the visual appraisal of classification results
relative to local geological understanding. Chapters 4 and 5 also improve the spatial
understanding for areas of interest but extend ML towards providing insight toward
deposit evolution by investigating geochemical changes related to mineral deposit
formation.

2.3.2 Deposit Evolution

Metasomatic alteration occurs during hydrothermal ore formation when mineralis-
ing fluids are in disequilibrium with surrounding host rocks. Metasomatism typ-
ically obscures primary mineral textures, requiring geochemical techniques to link
altered rocks with their altered protoliths (Gresens, 1967; Grant, 1986, 2005; Stan-
ley and Madeisky, 1996). There is value in understanding how fluids have affected
rocks or formulating interpretations of rock distribution prior to alteration; through
guiding economic geologists during mineral exploration.

Compositional geochemical data, e.g., from whole rock multielement analyses, are
forced to sum to a constant number (e.g., 100 weight percent, 1,000,000 parts per
million) and do not provide direct information about the nature or magnitude of
mass transfer during hydrothermal alteration. The compositional data of rocks are
inherently multivariate and the concentrations of all constituents are related to each
other by the process of closure; multivariate statistical methods may thus deliver bi-
ased results (Le Maitre, 1982; Aitchison, 1986). In Chapter 4, a demonstration of how
unprocessed data can lead to erroneous classification results, and therefore incorrect
understanding of rock spatial distribution. Chapter 5 also deals with interpreting
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metasomatic effects but extends the spatial representation to an interpretation of
results by a domain expert to inform possible dynamic processes in a mineralised
shear zone.

2.3.3 Dynamic Processes

In Chapter 5, the automated analysis of geochemical data is used to create an inter-
pretation of a dynamic process, metasomatism, by representing geochemical changes
in 3-D. When dealing with commonly available drill core whole-rock geochemical
databases it is difficult to simply relate altered rocks to their likely corresponding
protoliths. Large amounts of geochemical data can be laborious to interpret manu-
ally, and logging codes, produced by site geologists’ qualitative observations of drill
core, are often inconsistent. Geochemical discrimination diagrams are convention-
ally used, but ML offers alternative solutions to the challenge of finding patterns
within large chemical datasets containing many variables or features and interpret-
ing their complex relationships (Shepherd et al., 1987; O’Brien et al., 2015; Kirkwood
et al., 2016; Zaremotlagh and Hezarkhani, 2016).

Spatial plots of univariate data are typically used as an initial way to examine gen-
eral geochemical distribution and concentration in a region (Reimann, 2005). More
statistically-appropriate methods to accurately quantify geochemical changes related
to alteration include: (i) calculating ‘enrichment factors’ using the proportion be-
tween two ratios, one exemplifying a sample and one characterising average crustal
abundance, where the element concentration of interest is divided by the concentra-
tion of an immobile element (Chandrajith et al., 2001; Brauhart et al., 2017; Carranza,
2017); (ii) Pearce Element Ratios, which typically combine discrimination plots and
domain expert selection of immobile elements (Stanley and Madeisky, 1996; Whit-
bread and McQueen, 2002; Urqueta et al., 2009); and (iii) calculating mass balance,
where the ratio of immobile element concentration for an altered and unaltered (or
least-altered) sample provides a reference frame for computing element addition or
loss (Gresens, 1967; Grant, 1986, 2005; McKinley et al., 2016). Ague and van Haren
(1996) developed a statistically-driven approach which addresses both mathemati-
cal constraints on compositional geochemical data, and their tendency towards non-
normal frequency distributions. The method in Chapter 5 considers all given sam-
ples for an alteration domain, together with respective protolith rock samples. This
approach has not previously been adapted to large datasets of whole rock geochem-
ical assays from drill core or discussed as a way to pre-process data for ML.

2.3.4 Uncertainty and Confidence

Quantifying the reliability of a geological map or 3-D model is important for explo-
ration decision making. The results in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 each consider uncer-
tainty or confidence of results in different ways. Conventional maps can display
confidence by separating observations from inferences, e.g., solid versus hashed
geological contact lines, or inclusion of outcrop polygons within mapped geolog-
ical domains. Kuhn et al. (2016) present a measure of uncertainty for machine-
assisted geological maps via information entropy (Shannon, 1948, 2001; Wellmann
and Regenauer-Lieb, 2012; Harris and Grunsky, 2015). This approach adds value
as it considers the variability of ML results, which result from the heterogeneity of
geological data.
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Chapter 3 presents instability of ML results (entropy of supervised learning class
membership probabilities) as a way for domain experts to observe spatial patterns
and relate these to information not used in the classification exercise (e.g., previously
mapped geology).

In contrast to showing areas of uncertainty as a tool for geological interpretation,
Chapter 4 gives an example of misleadingly high confidence of cross validation re-
sults, arising from use of compositional data in a clustering and classification work
flow. Cross validation results are higher for unprocessed data than for appropriately
pre-processed data, possibly due to compounding effects of erroneously pure cluster
results (at the unsupervised stage of the work flow) plus spurious class membership
(after the supervised stage of the work flow).

In Chapter 5, confidence limits for ML results are used to guide a geologist when se-
lecting a reference frame to calculate the magnitude of metasomatism, and to gauge
the reliability of calculations. Mass change due to metasomatism in open systems
has been discussed extensively in the literature and calculating related element ad-
dition and depletion is widely applied (Gresens, 1967; Grant, 1986; Brimhall and
Dietrich, 1987; Brimhall et al., 1988; Ague and van Haren, 1996; Grant, 2005). How-
ever, rock units, e.g., a granitic pluton or basaltic flow, are seldom geochemically
homogeneous (Vistelius, 1960), creating issues when trying to model mass balance
for volumes of rock representing many samples. Ague and van Haren (1996) pre-
sented a statically robust way to handle geochemical heterogeneity of samples from
single map units, address mathematical issues inherent to compositional data, and
produce confidence limits for samples.

2.4 Summary

Although not widely understood by laypeople, AI is well defined. It has been ap-
plied to mineral exploration efforts for over five decades, although mainly by spe-
cialists. This thesis investigates how ML methods can be integrated with every-
day mineral exploration strategies by considering ways in which clustering, classi-
fication, and automated analyses improve individual stages of observation-oriented
mineral exploration work flows.
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3.1 Abstract

A regional bedrock map provides a foundation from which to build geological inter-
pretations. However, rapid and accurate bedrock mapping in an area that lacks out-
crop is a common problem, especially in regions with sparse data. A historic bedrock
map from an Au and base metal project in the Kerkasha district, Eritrea, is signifi-
cantly improved by predicting bedrock distribution in areas previously mapped as
transported overburden. Publicly-available remote sensing data (DTM and ASTER)
were combined with airborne geophysical data (magnetics and radiometrics) to pro-
vide features for bedrock prediction. Remote sensing data were pre-processed using
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to yield an equal number of principal com-
ponents (PC) as input features. Four iterations were trialled, using different combi-
nations of remote sensing PC features. The two initial trials used all available remote
sensing data but compared results when feature ranking and selection is applied to
reduce the number of PCs used for training and classification. The subsequent two
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trials used subsets of available remote-sensing data, selected based on domain ex-
pertise (i.e., the domain-specific knowledge of a geologist), with all respective PCs
were retained. Five-fold cross-validation scores were highest when a DTM, mag-
netics, and radiometrics data were included as input features. However, qualitative
visual appraisal of predicted results across trials, complemented by maps of class
membership uncertainty (using a measure of entropy), indicate that geologically-
meaningful results are also produced when radiometrics are omitted and only the
DTM and magnetics are used. The study concludes with a generalised workflow to
assist geologists who are seeking to improve the bedrock interpretation of areas un-
der cover in a single area of interest. Domain expertise is shown to be critical for the
selection of appropriate input features and validation of results during predictive
lithologic mapping.

3.2 Introduction

Supervised machine learning (ML) using remote sensing data provides an objective
and reproducible way to create predictive lithological maps. In particular, the Ran-
dom Forests (RF) classification algorithm is an effective means to produce machine-
assisted maps of bedrock distribution (Harris et al., 2011; Behnia et al., 2012; Crack-
nell et al., 2014; Harris and Grunsky, 2015; He et al., 2015). The statistical com-
parison between supervised classification models is traditionally achieved using
cross-validation (Stone, 1974; Moore, 2001; Forman and Scholz, 2010). However,
machine-assisted maps are spatial interpretations of geology which must conform
to geological constraints (e.g., cross-cutting relationships); therefore they can also be
evaluated subjectively (Mather and Koch, 2011, sections 6.9.6 and 6.9.7; Harris et al.,
2014; Brungard et al., 2015; He et al., 2015). This study focuses on how bedrock clas-
sification model performance can be improved and assessed using domain expertise
(i.e., the domain-specific knowledge of a geologist), by combining quantitative and
qualitative approaches.

3.3 Background

Machine learning input data, called features, can be more effective if they have been
pre-processed (Liu and Motoda, 1998). Feature construction is a process to repre-
sent information about the relationships between features and augment the feature
space by inferring or creating additional features (Matheus, 1991; Wnek and Michal-
ski, 1994). Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a method to represent data as a
linear recombination of features, where the resulting eigenvectors and eigenvalues
relate to dataset variance (Pearson, 1901; Jolliffe, 2002; Jolliffe, 2011). This approach
can have potential benefits when applied to geoscientific remote sensing data used
to inform ML. One common application is to reduce feature dimensionality, in or-
der to limit overfitting during supervised learning (Bellman, 1961; Hughes, 1968;
Halmy and Gessler, 2015; Raczko and Zagajewski, 2017). Another application is
geological feature construction for qualitative appraisal of geological processes or
supervised classification (Burl et al., 1998; Crosta et al., 2003; Tesfahun and Bhaskari,
2013; Mustafa et al., 2017). Furthermore, PCA has been demonstrated as an effective
means of noise removal before spectral-image classification (Rodarmel and Shan,
2002; Mather and Koch, 2011).
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The relationship between data-driven and knowledge-driven feature selection has
been widely discussed (Liu and Motoda, 1998; Yang and Honavar, 1998 ; Guyon and
Elisseeff, 2003 ; Kalousis et al., 2007; Gregorutti et al., 2017). Random Forests pro-
vides built-in feature selection through a bootstrap-aggregation process referred to
as bagging (Breiman, 1996). Bagging uses approximately two-thirds of the training
samples to create a prediction (in-bag samples), obtained via random sampling with
replacement. When bagging occurs at each node in a decision tree, a random selec-
tion of predictor features is made from which the optimal split on the best feature
available is found. However, feature selection can also be applied manually before
classification, if domain knowledge is used to choose input data. For example, maps
of feature data or mapped PCs can be examined, and related to geological entities
(Grunsky and Smee, 1999; Reimann, 2005; Grunsky, 2010).

The RF classification algorithm employs an ensemble of decision trees to categorise
data (Breiman, 2001). These trees compose a set of hierarchical conditions applied
consecutively, from a parent node to a child node, to make predictions of class la-
bels contained within a set of training data. Each decision tree in the ensemble is
trained on a bootstrapped subsample of the training data. Individual predictions
are then aggregated to produce a final classification. The final prediction output of
RF is the majority predicted category, of all the decision trees, for each candidate
class. Class membership probabilities are calculated from the proportion of predic-
tions produced by all the decision trees, for a possible class. Entropy quantifies the
disorder of classification results and is a function of the number of candidate classes
and class membership probability for samples (Cracknell and Reading, 2013; Kuhn
et al., 2016).

3.4 Case Study Area

The geology of Eritrea is characterised by Nubian Shield Precambrian basement,
which is unconformably overlain by Mesozoic to Cainozoic rocks. The country’s
regional geology is divided into four distinct terranes: Nakfa, Adobha Abiy, Arag
and Hagar (Figure 3.1; Drury and Berhe, 1993; De Souza Filho and Drury, 1998;
Drury and De Souza, 1998). Each terrane is structurally bounded by approximately
north-to-south trending shear zones. The late Neoproterozoic collision between East
and West Gondwana concentrated transpression in the juvenile crust of the Nubian
Shield in Eritrea along at least two steep, curvilinear crustal-scale belts, the Augaro-
Adobha Belt (AAB) and the Asmara-Nakfa Belt (ANB; Johnson et al., 2011; Fritz
et al., 2013). Between these belts is a relatively-lower metamorphic-grade domain,
which hosts the Kerkasha case study area.

The ∼1000 km2 Kerkasha mineral exploration leases (Figure 3.2) are situated ∼200
km west of Asmara. Approximately 39% of the area has been mapped as allu-
vium or colluvium transported cover. The landscape is characterised by low-lying,
monotonous plateaus (900–1400 m above sea level) and is bordered by steep slopes.
The Kerkasha project is within the Nakfa terrane and comprises Neoproterozoic
volcano-sedimentary units adjacent to mafic to felsic intrusions. Local geology has
been interpreted as granitoid, granodiorite, and diorite intrusions emplaced into the
pre-tectonic metasedimentary and mafic-to-felsic volcanic assemblages (Figure 3.2;
Internal Company Report, 2011, 2012). The stratigraphy is overprinted by numer-
ous deformation events, locally obscuring the primary fabric of rocks, especially in
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metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. However, the granitoids are comparably-
less deformed than the volcanics.
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FIGURE 3.1: Map of northwest Eritrea, showing major shear/fault
and transpressional zones (modified from Johnson, 2017). The
Kerkasha project area is within the Nakfa terrane, about 55 km south-

east from the Bisha VMS mine.
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FIGURE 3.2: Historical lithology mapping of the Kerkasha project,
produced from outcrop mapping and aerial magnetic data (In-
ternal Company Report, 2012). Transported overburden (allu-
vium/colluvium) covers about 39% of the map area. Training data
for classification is taken from a 100 m by 100 m grid of points over
mapped rock types and excludes areas of transported overburden.
Coordinates are given in WGS84 / UTM Zone 37N for this, and fol-

lowing, figures.
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3.5 Data and Methods

Data used in this study are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, and summarised in Fig-
ure 3.3 with more detailed information given in Appendix A: Data. Data processing
methods are summarised in Figure 3.4, and are based on RF bedrock mapping clas-
sification studies (c.f. Cracknell and Reading, 2013; Cracknell and Reading, 2014;
Cracknell et al., 2014; Carranza and Laborte, 2015; Harris and Grunsky, 2015; Kuhn
et al., 2016, 2018). The work flow was scripted in the Jupyter programming interface
(Pérez and Granger, 2007), using the Python programming language, and the numpy
(Van Der Walt et al., 2011), pandas (McKinney, 2010), scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011), and imbalanced-learn (Lemaître et al., 2017) library modules. GIS work was
completed in Quantum GIS (QGIS; the Open Source Geospatial Foundation Project:
http://qgis.osgeo.org).

Remote-sensing information is used to inform model training and testing, and to
predict features of the unknown data. The dataset includes a digital terrain model
(DTM) from a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM; Farr et al., 2007), Ad-
vanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER; Abrams,
2000) thematic maps, and magnetics and radiometrics from helicopter-borne Ver-
satile Time-domain Electromagnetic (VTEM) survey. Elevation, magnetic, and ra-
diometric data were selected as input features because of their demonstrated effi-
ciency for bedrock prediction under transported cover (Yu et al., 2012; Cracknell
and Reading, 2014; Cracknell et al., 2014; Harris and Grunsky, 2015; Kuhn et al.,
2018). ASTER multispectral reflectance data were included for their potential to dis-
criminate bedrock in arid environments (Yamaguchi and Naito, 2003; Rowan et al.,
2005; Qari et al., 2008). A pre-existing interpreted geological map was used to pro-
vide bedrock training classes. Extracted classes were spatially matched to remote-
sensing raster images by stacking data layers in QGIS (Table 3.1) and sampling to
a 100m spaced grid of points. The workflow was applied four times to these point
data (trials I to IV; Figure 3.4) with a different number of input features or derived
PCs used in each trial, and results compared qualitatively and quantitatively.

Extraction of data from the stacked GIS resulted in 97,737 points. Bedrock unit codes
and class frequency are given in Table 3.2. Irregular coverage of raster layers meant
that some features could not be extracted near the license boundary margin, so these
points were removed from the dataset. Rows marked as transported overburden,
colluvium and alluvium, were dropped from the train-test dataset for bedrock pre-
dictions. These samples, mapped as transported material, were set aside for later
classification. The minority class (Granitoid 3, gp; n = 4) was combined with an-
other class (Granitoid 1, g; n = 2,007) the latter which is mapped in the vicinity of
that unit. After filtering 96,206 samples remained. Before each run, a full Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) of the data was performed as part of PCA. As data
should be normalised before PCA (Wettschereck et al., 1997); each feature was inde-
pendently scaled using a robust z-score approach (Samuelson, 1968), i.e., setting the
median as 0, and scaling the data span to the interquartile range.

There was a three order of magnitude difference between the new minority class
(Metasediments, s; n = 68) and the majority class (Intermediate metavolcanics, via;
n = 13,750). Over- and under-representation of class membership has the potential
to bias machine learning algorithms and can lead to spurious results (Henery, 1994;
Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002; Wang and Yao, 2012; Cracknell and Reading, 2014).

http://qgis.osgeo.org
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FIGURE 3.3: Examples of feature inputs used for RF prediction, rep-
resenting the four groups of remote sensing data. A. Digital ter-
rain model (SRTM). B. Potassium radioactivity (K Rad) from VTEM
survey. C. Reduced to Pole (RTP) magnetics from VTEM survey.
D. Magnesium-hydroxyl composition (MgOH comp) calculated from

ASTER image band data.
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Many options are available to address class imbalance before classification. These
include the combination of under-sampling over-represented classes, and oversam-
pling under-represented classes (Wang and Yao, 2012; Barua et al., 2014; Agrawal et
al., 2015; Abdi and Hashemi, 2016; Gosain et al., 2016; Sáez et al., 2016; Mustafa et al.,
2017; Fernández et al., 2018). We opted to use a combination of under-sampling and
synthetic over-sampling to create a balanced train-test dataset. To balance the num-
ber of samples for each rock type, the majority class was first under-sampled using
Tomek links (Tomek, 1976; Kubat and Matwin, 1997). Tomek links are pairs of sim-
ilar instances in feature space that represent different classes. The removal of these
instances increases the distance in feature space between the two classes, facilitating
the classification process. After resampling using Tomek links, the majority class
was still two orders of magnitude greater than the minority class (Table 3.2). Classes
with sample frequency greater than the median (n = 821) were then reduced to the
median value by randomly removing samples. Classes with sample frequency less
than the median were oversampled to the median value using SMOTE (Synthetic
Minority Oversampling Technique; Chawla et al., 2002) followed by removing sim-
ilar synthetic samples using Tomek links. In this regard, Tomek links is used to
remove similar samples created after applying SMOTE over-sampling (Lemaître et
al., 2017). The final number of samples available for training and testing the RF
classifier was 17,358. Changes in sample frequency are given in Table 3.2.

For each trial, the number of PCs was initially set equal to the number of input
features, to account for 100% of data variance. Trial I used all 23 available input
features (DTM, magnetics, radiometrics, and ASTER) as test and train data, and the
top-ranked PCs. The number of important features was selected using an F1 score
(the harmonic mean of the precision and recall; Rijsbergen and Joost, 1979; Powers,
2011), based on 23 classification trees. Trial II used all 23 available input features,
and 23 PCs as training features. Trial III used DTM, magnetics, and radiometrics (13
input features), and 13 PCs generated from these as training features. Trial IV used
DTM and magnetics (seven input features), and the seven PCs generated from these
as training features.
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FIGURE 3.4: Methods work flow used for this study. In the classi-
fication step, train-test data are used to produce a RF classifier. As
input data are pre-processed, numerical models are created so that
data transformations can be applied to unknown data in the predic-

tion stage.
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3.6 RF Model Building and Validation

The application of RF towards lithological mapping is well described in the liter-
ature, as are discussions on the selection of RF hyperparameters (Carranza, 2002;
Waske et al., 2009; Cracknell and Reading, 2014; Carranza and Laborte, 2015; Har-
ris and Grunsky, 2015; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2015; Harvey and Fotopoulos, 2016;
Kirkwood et al., 2016; Kuhn et al., 2016; 2018 ; Ordóñez-Calderón and Gelcich, 2018).
The most important hyperparameters relate to the number of trees, the number of
features considered at each split, the maximum depth of individual trees, and the
minimum number of samples in terminal nodes. A ∼1% overall change in classi-
fication accuracy between the best and worst RF hyperparameters is observed by
Pelletier et al. (2016), indicating the “default” hyperparameters are suitable when
applying RF towards bedrock classification problems (Cracknell and Reading, 2014;
Kuhn et al., 2018).

The RF algorithm hyperparameters were set as follows: 500 decision trees were
trained for each classifier, and the square root of feature numbers (rounded to a
whole integer) was used as the number of features considered at each split. A fixed
random seed of 42 was used. The Gini index (Gini, 1912; Breiman, 1984) was used
as the criterion for impurity at splitting nodes. Decision trees were not pruned, and
no limitation was placed on the minimum number of samples within a node.

In trial I, an optimal number of PC features were selected by first ranking input fea-
tures using measures of mean impurity decrease during sample splits at RF nodes.
Mean impurity decrease was measured using the Gini index (Breiman, 2001). Then
an optimal number of features was selected using an “F1 sweep” (where an F1 mea-
sure is calculated iteratively for a forest of trees where the number of trees is equal
to the number of features, and each tree is only split once). For trials II to IV, all PC
features were used.

Classification-model assessment involved five-fold cross validation on the balanced
training data (Table 3.3). Precision and recall are given in Table 3.4, for each lithology,
as a way to represent the map producer’s and user’s accuracies (Story and Congal-
ton, 1986). Metrics used to score models were precision, recall, overall accuracy, and
the F1 measure, and were averaged after the five iterations from the k-folds cross-
validation (Table 3.6).

Precision (Rijsbergen and Joost, 1979; Powers, 2011) is measured as

Precision = TP/(TP + FP) (3.1)

where: TP = True positive; FP = False positive; TN = True negative; FN = False
negative. Recall (Rijsbergen and Joost, 1979; Powers, 2011) is defined as:

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (3.2)

F1 (Rijsbergen and Joost, 1979; Powers, 2011) is defined as:

F1 = 2 ∗ (Precision ∗ Recall)/(Precision + Recall) (3.3)
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Actual
Predicted svx via svi mf g_lm g vf gfm gf vm vsi ivg s gn mmc gd sp svm svf vmi gyl vsf
svx 118 2 1 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 12 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 0 154
via 1 102 0 0 19 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 9 0 1 3 0 0 5 148
svi 0 0 173 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 173
mf 2 0 0 152 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 163
g_lm 0 2 1 3 127 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 134
g 0 0 0 0 0 163 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 163
vf 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 144
gfm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 173 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 174
gf 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 97 4 0 10 0 1 2 0 17 0 0 1 11 0 145
vm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 162 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 165
vsi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 165 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 165
ivg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 183 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 183
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 152 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 154
gn 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 1 0 0 2 106 3 5 4 3 1 0 1 7 149
mmc 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 137 0 6 2 3 11 2 3 172
gd 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 136 0 1 1 0 0 2 148
sp 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 7 2 0 1 0 3 1 0 107 1 0 2 12 4 146
svm 3 2 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 1 0 2 6 10 8 2 78 9 4 0 10 145
svf 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 0 1 9 2 2 10 116 0 1 8 160
vmi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 174 0 0 178
gyl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 167 0 169
vsf 2 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 12 4 3 4 13 3 0 2 103 156

134 119 179 169 155 167 145 187 113 175 169 200 166 150 167 165 146 109 141 192 197 143 3488

TABLE 3.3: An example confusion matrix for fold 1, trial III, which
tested DTM, magnetics, and radiometrics as input features (n = 13)

with 13 PCs.

Producer’s Accuracy User’s Accuracy
Lith Trial I Trial II Trial III Trial IV Trial I Trial II Trial III Trial IV
g 0.74 0.81 0.90 0.83 0.63 0.73 0.80 0.74
g_lm 0.65 0.80 0.83 0.75 0.50 0.60 0.69 0.57
gd 0.91 0.91 0.95 0.94 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.98
gf 0.74 0.80 0.88 0.81 0.88 0.95 0.96 0.94
gfm 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.78 0.83 0.92 0.93 0.92
gn 0.94 0.97 0.95 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
gyl 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.78 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.86
ivg 0.89 0.93 0.95 0.91 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.96
mf 0.63 0.89 0.92 0.82 0.44 0.96 0.98 0.92
mmc 0.87 0.91 0.90 0.82 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.99
s 0.91 0.86 0.91 0.89 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.98
sp 0.88 0.71 0.78 0.80 0.99 0.57 0.74 0.65
svf 0.82 0.77 0.79 0.64 0.99 0.78 0.77 0.66
svi 0.56 0.80 0.86 0.83 0.47 0.87 0.93 0.91
svm 0.66 0.72 0.78 0.67 0.63 0.62 0.73 0.41
svx 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.59 0.78 0.47 0.53 0.46
vf 0.60 0.71 0.81 0.78 0.53 0.68 0.77 0.69
via 0.62 0.91 0.90 0.83 0.43 0.98 0.98 0.93
vm 0.66 0.81 0.84 0.79 0.54 0.93 0.96 0.84
vmi 0.84 0.65 0.69 0.62 0.95 0.60 0.66 0.52
vsf 0.74 0.82 0.87 0.78 0.86 0.83 0.87 0.78
vsi 0.54 0.84 0.87 0.80 0.44 0.84 0.87 0.80

Freq. 4 4 16 0 6 4 16 1

TABLE 3.4: The producer’s accuracy (the complement of Type I error;
precision) and the user’s accuracy (the complement of Type II error;
recall) for each classified lithology, per trial run. The highest accuracy
of a given type for each lithology is given in bold, and the frequency

of top scores for each trial given as Freq.
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After cross-validation scoring in each trial, all training data were used to train a clas-
sification model. This model was applied to predict bedrock classes in the original
unbalanced data (including the samples tagged as transported cover) to create pre-
dictions for unknown data (i.e. transported overburden, with median entropy and
variance of entropy tabulated for comparison to other metrics).

Finally, classified points and entropy values were plotted in map space. Conven-
tional geology maps display confidence by separating observations from inferences,
e.g., solid versus hashed geological contact lines, or inclusion of field-observed out-
crop polygons within mapped geological domains. For RF-assisted bedrock predic-
tion maps (machine-assisted maps), information entropy (Shannon, 1948) provides
an effective way to measure uncertainty. Entropy is defined as:

H = −k
n

∑
i=1

pi log pi (3.4)

where the class membership probability is given by pi at location (sample) i, n is the
number of candidate classes, and k is a constant, typically 1 (Shannon, 1948).

3.7 Results

Figure 3.5 gives an example of scaled PC loadings. Eigenvalues for these PCs are
presented in map space in Figure 3.6. Full results from PCA are given in Appendix
B: Principal components analysis. In trial I, PC1 is dominated by the negative co-
variance of ASTER ferric Fe composition and Fe-MgOH content (Figure 3.5A), PC2
is dominated by RTP1VD and RTP2VD (Figure 3.5B), and PC3 is dominated by RTP-
TILT, RTP2VD, AS, and ASVI (Figure 3.5C). PC7 shows a range of covariance rela-
tionships, with the strongest negative covariance between DTM (positive) and Th
(negative). Relative covariance for PC8 is similarly mixed, with the strongest nega-
tive correlation between RTP2VD and eU/eTh (positive), and eU and eTh (negative).
Finally, PC23 is dominated by AS (positive) and ASVI (negative). The top ranked PC
for trial III and IV is shown in Figure 3.5E and F, respectively. The highest ranked
PC feature for each trial in listed in Table 3.5, along with the strongest eigenvalue
loading of input data.

The number of features that contribute most information during RF classification
are shown in Figure 3.7A to C, and relative feature importance is indicated in Figure
3.7D to F. In trials I and II, eight features provide the majority of information use-
ful for bedrock classification (Figure 3.7A). PC1 accounts for the majority of dataset
variance (31.8%) but is ranked as the 9th most important variable of 23 total PCs,

Trial Top PC Loadings for Top PC
I PC3 (of 23) Dose (0.55) Kconc (0.48) ThConc (0.18)
II PC3 (of 23) Dose (0.55) Kconc (0.48) ThConc (0.18)
III PC2 (of 13) Dose (0.58) Kconc (0.51) ThConc (0.47) Uconc (0.34)
IIII PC4 (of 7) SRTM1 (0.97)

TABLE 3.5: A summary of the highest ranked PC feature by RF during
model training for each trial, and the corresponding strongest load-

ings for input data.
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Trial I II III IV

Data
DTM-Mag-
Rad-ASTER

DTM-Mag-
Rad-ASTER

DTM-Mag-
Rad

DTM-Mag

No. Feat. 23 23 13 7
No. PCs 8 23 13 7
Precision 75.88 82.89 86.89 78.87
Recall 77.01 82.75 87.25 79.85
F1 75.92 82.78 86.79 78.75
Overall Accuracy 76.93 83.06 86.98 80.64
Ent. Med. 0.682 0.751 0.627 0.626
Ent. Var. 0.036 0.039 0.048 0.044

TABLE 3.6: A summary of performance measures for the four trial
runs. Scores are averaged over five folds. Definitions for precision,
recall, and the F1 score are given in the text. These range from 0 to
1, with an optimal value of 1. The median entropy for each run indi-
cates an average measure for overall entropy, ranging from 0-1, with
an optimal value of 0. The variance of entropy provides a relative
indication of whether entropy values are uniformly distributed (low

values) or varying between predicted classed (higher values).

PC2 accounts for the second most dataset variance (20.3%) and is ranked 18th, and
PC3 (13.0% of dataset variance) was ranked as the most important feature for classi-
fication (Figure 3.7B). PC23 accounts for the least dataset variance (5.1× 10−3%) but
was ranked as 4th most important variable for RF classification.

In trial III, PC2 was ranked most highly by RF and accounts for 25% of the dataset
variance. In Trial IV, PC4 was ranked most highly and accounts for 5.8% of dataset
variance. Map patterns for selected PCs are presented in Figure 3.6. In trials I and
II, PC1 (Figure 3.6A) has high values that are mainly coincident with alluvium (Fig-
ure 3.2). PC2 (Figure 3.6B) very faintly indicates the edges of mapped units shown
in Figure 3.2. PC3 (Figure 3.6C) has the highest values coincident with granitoid
rocks as mapped in the southwest-central map area (Figure 3.2). PC23 (Figure 3.6D)
represents a northwest to southeast striping of high and low values that do not cor-
respond with any mapped geological features. Trends of these are oriented at a high
angle to the dominant structural grain of the map area (Figure 3.2). In trial III, PC2
(Figure 3.6E) is nearly identical to PC3 from trials I and II. In trial IV, PC4 (Figure
3.6F) is visually similar to the pattern of the DTM (Figure 3.3A).

The input features and PCs used for model training and sample classification are
summarised in (Table 3.6). For trials II to IV, the number of PCs were set equal to the
number of input feature: trial II = 23, trial III = 13, and trial IV = 7 (i.e., so that all
information is conserved).

For each trial, the number of features was: trial I and II = 5, trial III = 4, and trial
IV = 3. Cross validation results from all folds are given in Appendix C: Cross Vali-
dation Results. The producer’s and user’s accuracies (precision and recall) for each
classified lithology are presented in Table 3.4, with trial III presenting the most in-
stances of highest values. Scoring metrics from five-fold cross-validation for each
trial are presented in Table 3.6. An example of cross-validation results is given for
trial III (which had the optimal values of precision, recall, overall accuracy, and F1).
The ranges of these were: precision, from 78.87% (trial IV) to 86.89% (trial III); re-
call, from 79.85% (trial IV) to 87.25% (trial III); overall accuracy, from 76.93% (trial I)
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to 86.98% (trial III); and F1, from 78.75% (trial IV) to 86.79% (trial III). Trial III pro-
duced highest cross-validation evaluation metrics and trial I produced the lowest
cross-validation metrics (Table 3.6).

Bedrock prediction maps are presented in Figure 3.8. These show progressively less
speckling of classified pixels in successive trials. Entropy values for the predicted
bedrock maps are presented in Figure 3.9. The median of entropy and variance of
entropy are presented in (Table 3.6). This measure of uncertainty ranges from 1
(low confidence) to 0 (high confidence). The lowest median entropy was for trial IV
(0.626) and the highest was for trial II (0.751). The lowest entropy variance was for
trial I (0.036) and the highest was for trial III (0.048).
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FIGURE 3.5: Scaled loadings for PCs, showing the ranked covariance
between input variables. Figures A. to D. (trial I and II, using all input
features) show the first three PCs, and the last PC. Figure E. (trial III)
and F. (trial IV) show PC2 and PC4, respectively, based on RF feature

ranking given in the results section.
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FIGURE 3.6: Example maps showing scaled PC loadings from data
input, from trials I and II, corresponding to Figure 3.5
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3.8 Discussion

3.8.1 PCA and retaining all PCs from a full data input set

Machine learning classification of bedrock, using remote sensing data, has improved
averaged scoring metrics when all PCs are retained after PCA decomposition(Table
3.6; trial II vs. I). This finding supports conclusions from remote sensing land-
cover classification studies (Rodarmel and Shan, 2002; Castaings et al., 2010; Mather
and Koch, 2011), and contrasts with conclusions in the discipline of computer sci-
ences, where feature reduction after PCA is recommended (Tesfahun and Bhaskari,
2013). The linear recombination of covarying features assists classification via the
improved separation of classes in feature space (Fortuna and Capson, 2004) and
enhancement of signals which relate to target classes (Rodarmel and Shan, 2002;
Mather and Koch, 2011). Ranked plots of PC importance (Figure 3.7) highlight that
explained variance does not correlate with target feature properties. This can be
interrogated using mapped eigenvalues for PCs, most of which represent different
geological features (e.g., bedrock or regolith domains; Figure 3.6).
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FIGURE 3.7: A summary of feature ranking using RF. Figures A. to C.
show the diminishing improvement to classification accuracy as more
features are added, in each trial. For example, after eight features are
used in A., classification improvement is marginal. Figures D. to F.
show the ranking of feature importance. For example, PC3 has been
ranked as the most important feature for classification in A. PC values
are unique to each of D., E., and F. (i.e., have been computed for each

unique set of input features).

3.8.2 Domain knowledge assisted feature selection

Bedrock classification results were improved when a reduced set of remote sensing
input data were used during PCA, and all resulting PCs retained for model building
and classification (Table 3.6; trials III and IV vs. II). The feature ranking inherent to
RF is not sufficient to discriminate spurious features: e.g., trials that include ASTER
data (trial I and II) produced a PC with a striped map pattern, interpreted as a re-
mote sensing artefact (PC23; Figure 3.6D). While this feature should logically be
downranked during model training, it was ranked the 4th most important of 23 to-
tal features (Figure 3.7D). There is an advantage in comparing the feature ranking of
PCs (Figure 3.7), PC maps (Figure 3.6), and ranked-scaled eigenvectors (Figure 3.5).
These plots represent relationships between target classes (bedrock), feature space
(petrophysical qualities), and the function of the RF model building in relating these
together. Considered in this way, these three plots provide a means for domain ex-
perts to understand and contribute towards bedrock classification studies, especially
in situations where a technical background in the subject might be lacking.

3.8.3 Evaluating RF bedrock classification

The features (and data) most highly ranked during classification trials indicates that
radiometrics assist in discriminating the most map pixels (Table 3.5). Classification
metrics from five folds cross-validation in the present study show an improvement
of results between trials I to III and a poorer result for trial IV, making trial III the
best performing model (Table 3.6), although trial IV also produced geologically rea-
sonable results (Figure 3.8). Because no single model is absolutely correct in a suite
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of competing models (Elith et al., 2002), we consider that maps from trials III and IV
vary but represent complementary products for interpreting local bedrock geology.

Speckling (or noise) in a classified bedrock map relates to isolated pixels or small
groups of pixels which do not match the surrounding majority. Reasons for speck-
ling include geological units with a size below or near the resolution of feature data,
or from local incorrect classification. Speckling is progressively reduced from trial
I to IV in the central region previously mapped as colluvium (Figure 3.8, location
1). The high degree of speckling in trials I and II is likely related to the inclusion of
ASTER data which is representing surficial material with a mixed lithological signal.
Based on a geological rationale, the reduction of speckling and increase in spatial
contiguity for resultant maps indicates improved classification results.

An indication of classification accuracy is present where predictions under overbur-
den match adjacent existing mapping, e.g., Figure 3.8 at location 1. Results should
also conform to the geological character of an area, in terms of faulting or ductile
deformation. An apparent sinistral offset of ∼5 km for metabasalt (vm) is present
in Figure 3.8A location 3. However, we note that these kinematics conflict with the
nearby apparent dextral offset of intermediate metavolcanics (vsi); fieldwork is re-
quired to unravel the relevance or relative timing of stratigraphy and faulting. How-
ever, all units generally conform to the regional structural grain of the area with pre-
tectonic units trending approximately northeast to southwest (e.g., Figure 3.8D in
location 4).

Results from trials III and IV exhibit the greatest spatial cohesion of predicted classes,
the least speckling of classified pixels, and the highest tendency to conform to the
regional tectonic fabric. However, the results from these trials differ. Trial III (Figure
3.8C, location 5) does not include a mafic unit observed in trial IV (Figure 3.8D, loca-
tion 5). This discrepancy might result from an erroneous radiometric signature. In
contrast, trial IV (Figure 3.8D, location 6) does not predict a granitoid unit observed
in trial III, which may relate to the necessity of radiometrics to predict that entity
(Figure 3.8C, location 6).

The lowest average entropy of predicted results, in trial IV, indicates the lowest class
membership uncertainty among the predicted maps (Table 3.6). Low entropy ap-
proximates higher confidence in the bedrock prediction map (Cracknell and Read-
ing, 2013; Kuhn et al., 2016). The entropy function is influenced by the number of
input features and so absolute entropy values should not be compared when input
features vary between models. However, relative patterns of high, low, or mixed
entropy represent a qualitative indication of model performance and geological do-
mains (Figure 3.9). Speckled entropy in Figure 3.8 location 1 likely relates to poor
feature representation of bedrock (due to confounding overlying cover) or the non-
homogenous petrophysical character of the volcaniclastic target class (e.g., internal
bedding or facies changes). Entropy value variance for trials I to IV ranges from
0.037 to 0.044 (Table 3.6). Changes to entropy variance indicate the partitioning of
variance into geological units, apparent as increasing contrast of high and low en-
tropy values between units from Figure 3.9A to D. Mapped zones with higher en-
tropy indicate areas where mapping, feature selection, or training sample density
for the target class might be improved. In this way, entropy maps can guide fur-
ther work to improve machine assisted bedrock mapping. A proposed workflow is
given in Figure 3.10, modified from Figure 3.4, which adds a suggested approach for
producing “machine-assisted maps” by the manual combination the outputs of RF
bedrock classification and considering maps of classification entropy.
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The above discussion extends the understanding that cross-validation metrics can-
not replace or represent the qualitative appraisal of a geological map by a domain
expert, i.e. a geologist. In other domain-specific examples, RF classification maps
that use a data-driven approach of quantitative model ranking only produce results
less efficiently than those guided by domain expertise. For example, during RF land-
slides characterisation (Marjanović et al., 2011; Pham et al., 2016) or soil composition
(Dornik et al., 2017) mapping, model-scoring metrics help to guide the selection of a
classification algorithm which produces practical map products. However, in related
studies of landslide maps (Goetz et al., 2015) and soil maps (Woznicki et al., 2019)
which include domain knowledge at the methodology and interpretation stages,
there is additional value in that feature selection is logical (using domain knowl-
edge) and more efficient (using a lower number of relevant features than would be
included using a “naïve” approach). In the latter case of Dornik et al. (2017), 23
additional variables were required during classification to represent what that data-
driven study referred to as “local knowledge” (as compared to an early study by
Brungard et al. 2015).
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FIGURE 3.8: Results from RF classification, showing a progressive
increase of spatial cohesion of results, in areas overlain by trans-
ported overburden. Locations 1—6 are discussed in the text. A. Us-
ing all available training features (DTM, magnetics, radiometrics, and
ASTER), and the top-ranked eight PCs from RF metrics. B. Using
identical training features as A., and all PCs. C. Using all PCs created
from DTM, magnetics and radiometrics input features. D. Using all

PCs created from DTM and magnetics as input features.
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FIGURE 3.9: Entropy maps derived from the predictions shown in
Figure 3.8
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FIGURE 3.10: A proposed generalised work flow to produce
machine-assisted bedrock maps.
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3.9 Conclusions

A historic bedrock map was significantly improved by predicting bedrock distribu-
tion for areas previously mapped as transported overburden using Random Forests
supervised classification. This result was achieved using DTM + magnetic ± ra-
diometric data and assessed through quantitative and qualitative means. Principal
components analysis is shown to assist Random Forests bedrock mapping when all
principal components are retained.

The inclusion of ASTER data produced inferior bedrock maps, despite the demon-
strated use of ASTER data for geological mapping in similar regions. Although Ran-
dom Forests can identify relevant features during model training, this is not suf-
ficiently effective such that all features should always be presented during model
building. Iterative feature selection and assessment of maps by operators with geo-
logical domain expertise yields measurably better results.

Ranked-scaled eigenvalue plots, eigenvalue maps, and entropy maps can be com-
bined during the qualitative assessment of Random Forests bedrock mapping. To the
domain expert, these products can provide geological information about relation-
ships between input features, predicted classes, and class membership uncertainty.
Considered together with the mapping objectives, these products are an important
and accessible way for geologists without a technical background in machine learn-
ing to interrogate the results of supervised bedrock prediction.
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4.1 Introduction

Metasomatism occurs when fluid interacts with rock to add, or remove, its chemical
constituents. Such processes are key to forming mineral deposits where economic el-
ement(s) are concentrated in small volumes of rock. This enrichment may be on the
scale of several orders of magnitude (Yardley & Bodnar, 2014; Yardley, 2005), and
as fluidrock interaction increases, so does the destruction of primary textures and
changes to original rock (protolith) chemistry. The ability to link protolith to their
equivalent altered counterparts in mineral deposits facilitates interpretation of orig-
inal rock geometry by providing a way for a geologist to map original rock types,
and representing rocks as they were before being overprinted by hydrothermal alter-
ation. Reinterpretation of data thus provides new insight, and offers new potential
for further investigation, e.g., the role of original rock geometry can in partitioning
alteration and deformation.

It is difficult to simply relate altered rocks to their likely corresponding protolith
equivalents when dealing with typical industry drill core databases of whole-rock
geochemical information with associated logging codes, especially because large
amounts of data are laborious to interpret manually. Further complications arise
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from logging codes, produced by site geologists’ qualitative observations of drill
core, when they are inconsistent or if understandings of local geology have changed
over time (Gazley et al., 2014). Machine learning offers potential solutions to the
challenge of finding patterns within large chemical datasets containing many vari-
ables or features and interpreting complex relationships between variables (Kirk-
wood et al., 2016; O’Brien et al., 2015; Shepherd et al., 1987; Zaremotlagh & Hezarkhani,
2016; Zuo, 2017).

Machine learning methods can compute discrete categories or classes (classification)
or numerical predictions (regression) given a set of inputs (Alpaydin, 2014; Mars-
land, 2009; Ripley, 1996; Witten & Frank, 2005). Applied to geochemical problems,
ML can provide advantages compared to traditional geostatistical domaining meth-
ods. Traditional geometric and geostatistic methods based on linear mathematics
assume stationary and unimodal populations with normal or lognormal data dis-
tributions (Filzmoser et al., 2009b; Templ et al., 2008). Distributions of geochemical
data violate these assumptions (Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000; Vistelius, 1960). Geo-
chemical data are unlikely to have normal distributions, for example, where there
are regions of relative element enrichment or depletion having strong spatial depen-
dences that skew the statistical distribution for that element (Reimann & Filzmoser,
2000). Compounding this is the presence of data outliers, strongly skewing distribu-
tions; these outliers often originate from other populations not associated to the main
body of data (Buccianti & Grunsky, 2014; Chayes, 1954; Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000).
Non-parametric approaches are therefore required when working with geochemi-
cal data, for example, cluster analysis (Templ et al., 2008) or Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) (Filzmoser et al., 2009a).

Organising data into relevant groups is a fundamental mode of understanding and
learning. A distinction can be made between learning problems that are super-
vised (classification) or unsupervised (clustering); the appropriate choice of algo-
rithm should be based on the problem itself, the nature of data, and the input of a
domain expert (Cracknell & Reading, 2014; Templ et al., 2008). The outcome of clus-
ter analysis is optimally a number of natural groups where the observations within
a cluster are as similar as possible, and the differences between clusters are max-
imised. The outcome of classification is to assign predefined labels to unlabelled
data using a discrimination function. Although a multitude of clustering and clas-
sification algorithms are available, k-means and RF offer appropriate solutions that
balance processing speed with being conceptually approachable to field geologists
without a computer science background. Techniques such as k-means unsupervised
clustering (Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2007; MacQueen, 1967; Steinhaus, 1956) and RF
supervised classification (Breiman, 2001) have demonstrated success in solving geo-
chemical mapping problems (Alférez et al., 2015; Cracknell et al., 2014; Templ et al.,
2008). Detailed study and comparison of clustering methods (Templ et al., 2008) and
classification methods (Cracknell & Reading, 2014) indicate the relative efficacy of
k-means and RF, respectively. We acknowledge that our choice of these algorithms
have both advantages and limitations, but we present them as examples of how
clustering and classification methods can be combined to solve a spatial geochem-
ical interpretation problem, and while they may work effectively in our case study
area, they may not be suitable elsewhere.
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4.1.1 Case study area: Minto Cu-Au-Ag mine

The application of a work flow incorporating both unsupervised and supervised ML
to label groups of rocks using a whole rock geochemical dataset is documented in
a case study of the Minto Cu-AuAg mine, Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada. The Minto
Cu-Au-Ag mine is located 220 km northwest of Whitehorse, Yukon, within the Car-
macks Copper-Gold Belt (Figure 4.1). Published National Instruments 43–101 com-
pliant measured and indicated resources are 30.9 million tonnes at 1.15% Cu (357
kt), 0.42 g/t Au (418.2 koz), and 4 g/t Ag (3690 koz) ((Capstone Mining Corp., 2015),
Anonymous Company Report). The deposit is hosted by the mainly granodioritic,
Jurassic-age Minto Pluton (∼197 Ma (Hood, 2012; Tafti, 2005)). The following sum-
mary of the deposit geology is taken from Hood (Hood, 2012).

FIGURE 4.1: Location and regional geology of the Minto Cu-Au-Ag
mine case study area in northwestern Canada. Modified from the

Yukon Geological Survey (Yukon Geological Survey, 2017)

K-feldspar megacrystic granodiorite (MGD) is the dominant rock type within the
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Minto Pluton and locally grades from crowded K-feldspar megacrystic syenite to
equigranular tonalite or quartz diorite (Pearson, 1977; Tempelman-Kluit, 1984). The
composition of MGD is approximately 30–50% plagioclase, 10–50% K-feldspar, 20–25%
quartz, and total biotite ± hornblende 10–15%. Accessory minerals include minor
euhedral magnetite, epidote, titanite, apatite, and zircon.

Discrete, localised zones of penetrative ductile deformation defined by biotite schis-
tosity crosscut the primary stacked sill geometry forming the overall pluton. Copper
mineralisation is focussed in the intervals of foliated rock and gold occurs within
Cu-sulphides. The main Cu minerals, chalcopyrite and bornite, are typically fine-
grained and disseminated but exhibit a range of web and stringer textures related to
remobilisation during ductile deformation. Copper locally grades up to 20% and Au
grades of 1–2 g/t are typical. In the main Minto deposit, now mined out, sulphide
zonation is characterised by a bornite-chalcopyrite-magnetite rich core grading out-
ward to a chalcopyrite-rich and bornite-magnetite poor outer margin. Pyrite occurs
mostly in the magnetite-poor eastern periphery and is generally absent or present
in very low abundances. The typical gangue alteration mineral assemblage includes
secondary orthoclase, biotite, and magnetite.

Anastomosing ductile deformation zones range in size from millimetre to tens of
metres with orientations ranging from coplanar to crosscutting, relative to the un-
deformed MGD sills. The continuum of deformation intensity ranges from incipient
deformation, to deformed with recognisable phenocrysts, to gneissic texture. Alter-
ation and mineralisation are interpreted as strongly controlled by ductile structures,
based on mineral observations in hand specimen and thin section discussed in Hood
(Hood, 2012). Minto represents an ideal case study area for our work flow as the
pluton is predominantly a single rock type (granodiorite), and field mapping and
geochronology indicate emplacement of the pluton episodically as sills. Geochem-
ical evaluation indicates that these sills can be separated using chemical composi-
tion, and the strong correlation between deformation, alteration, and mineralisation
mean that drill core logging rock codes are a good starting point to allow filtering
granodiorite rocks into protolith and altered subsets.

4.2 Method

The work flow, outlined in Figure 4.2, and documented here transforms and filters
relevant data, automatically clusters protolith samples into chemical groups using
the k-means unsupervised clustering algorithm, and then creates and applies a geo-
chemical classification scheme to altered rocks using the RF supervised classification
algorithm. Samples labelled in this way allow association of rock types, with equiv-
alent arbitrary labels given to geochemically-similar protolith and altered rocks.
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FIGURE 4.2: work flow summary of data preparation, clustering, clas-
sification, validation and interpretation. The work flow replicates
a geoscientist’s approach to grouping geochemical data, but utilises
ML algorithms at stages where manual, visual assessment would nor-

mally be used.
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4.2.1 Data quality, filtering, transformation, and normalisation

The Minto database used in this study represents drilling between 2005 and 2007
with accompanying rock codes as logged by a geologist from drill core; multi-element
geochemistry was from both Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-
MS) and Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (AES) analyses. Samples were analysed
using Actlabs MEMS41 and ME-MS82 procedures, utilising an aqua regia digest.
The assay dataset contains 23,189 records, with 45 elements by ICP analyses and Au,
Ag, and Cu by fire assay: Al, As, Ba, Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Fe, Ga, Ge, Hf,
In, K, La, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Ni, P, Pb, Rb, Re, Sb, Sc, Se, Sn, Sr, Ta, Te, Th, Ti,
Tl, U, V, W, Y, Zn, and Zr.

Data to be analysed must first undergo quality assurance and quality control (QAQC)
by a geologist. Initially, entries with missing values or samples without correspond-
ing copper, gold, and silver fire assays were filtered and removed. Next, lower than
instrument detection (LOD) substitutions were made for all elements and are listed
in Table 4.1. Metal fire assay values with LOD concentrations were substituted as
half the lowest detection limit: Au as 0.0025 ppm, Cu as 0.5 ppm, and Ag as 0.1
ppm. Half detection limit substitutions were used to retain consistency with the
method used by Minto geochemists.

Elements where > 30% of analyses are LOD were omitted, as per recommendations
by Martín-Fernández et al. (Martín-Fernández et al., 2012). These analyses were re-
moved before transformation and standardisation, to avoid inappropriate influence
on transformation calculations. The elements discarded were As, B, Be, Bi, Cd, Hg,
Mo, Sb, Tl, U, and W.

Geochemical data reported as compositions are closed and subject to a constant sum,
typically summing to 100% or 1,000,000 ppm. This poses a problem when looking
for statistical correlation in compositional data because values are relative, rather
than absolute. For example, in a simplified three-element system, reducing one el-
ement will lead to an apparent enrichment of the other two. A composition of n-
components represented by n-1 components can lead to spurious correlations (for
example, (Aitchison, 1982; Buccianti & Grunsky, 2014; Le Maitre, 1982; Reimann &
Filzmoser, 2000)). In this case, an n-part composition is a row vector x = x1, x2, . . . , xn
in which all components are positive real numbers carrying only relative informa-
tion (Buccianti & Grunsky, 2014). The constant sum constraint inherent to these data
places them into a mathematical space, the geometrical simplex space (Aitchison ge-
ometry) defined by sample vectors (Aitchison, 1986; Egozcue & Pawlowsky-Glahn,
2006), rather than the familiar Euclidian space defined by x, y, and z coordinates.

Elem. Subs. Elem. Subs. Elem. Subs. Elem. Subs. Elem. Subs. Elem. Subs.
Al 600 Cr 0.5 Li 0.5 Rb 0.3 Th 0.1 Ag 0.1
As 0.1 Cs 0.025 Mg 300 Re 0.001 Ti 25 Cu 0.005
Ba 5 Fe 7700 Mn 54 Sb 0.025 Tl 0.01 Au (ppm) 0.0025
Be 0.025 Ga 0.38 Mo 0.025 Sc 0.2 U 0.05
Bi 0.005 Ge 0.025 Na 50 Se 0.5 V 2
Ca 100 Hf 0.05 Nb 0.1 Sn 0.1 W 0.05
Cd 0.01 In 0.0025 Ni 0.1 Sr 1.4 Y 0.1
Ce 0.89 K 50 P 10 Ta 0.025 Zn 1
Co 1.1 La 0.5 Pb 0.25 Te 0.025 Zr 0.9

TABLE 4.1: List of LOD substitutions. Values are in ppm unless oth-
erwise marked
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The log-ratio transform (Aitchison, 1982; Aitchison, 1986; Egozcue et al., 2003) is a
solution to the constraints of closed data. This method converts the compositional
data into real-number space, allowing application of standard statistical methods.
Log-ratio transforms include additive log-ratio transformation (ALR), inverse log-
ratio transformation (ILR) and centred log-ratio transformation (CLR). A discussion
of the selection of the most appropriate transformation to use for a given problem is
beyond the scope of this paper; a valuable review and discussion is given by Filz-
moser et al. (2010), and excellent examples of practical usage are given by Carranza
(2011) and Reimann et al. (2012).

Finally, data were selected from a rectangular area, 2000 m by 2550 m, over the main
deposit. Records were manually labelled into two broad rock types: (i) likely pro-
tolith granitoid, logged as texturally massive and without Cu, Au, and Ag miner-
alisation (n = 4228) and (ii) potentially equivalent altered rock, logged as schistose
granitoid and with Au 0.1 < 5 ppm (n = 3151). This range of gold concentration rep-
resents a grade domain associated with disseminated sulphides in deformed grani-
toids, as opposed to a higher-grade domain associated with massive sulphides and
migmatite or gneiss.

Protolith granodiorite samples include three logging codes, designed to reflect the
texture of the rock. These include cG (n = 25) with plagioclase phenocrysts approach-
ing 1 cm, eG (n = 273) where quartzplagioclase-K-feldspar phenocrysts are approx-
imately similar in size, and pG (n = 4230) where euhedral K-feldspar megacrysts
> 1 cm are the largest phase. Field mapping indicates that these subunits can be
present within individual granodiorite sills and locally grade into each other (Hood,
2012). Altered granodiorite samples include one logging code: fG (n = 2321). This
code relates to the development of biotite foliation related to ductile deformation.
The degree of foliation development ranges from incipient, to discontinuous and
anastomosing, and to continuous and planar.

Data were then transformed and standardised, although a copy of original data in
ppm units was set aside for a comparator study. A CLR transform (Aitchison, 1982)
was selected to conserve feature dimensionality, and because of its demonstrated
utility for practical mapping purposes (Carranza, 2011; Reimann et al., 2012). Af-
ter transformation, standardisation of feature values is required to provide relative
measures of scale (Witten & Frank, 2005) and to avoid the “curse-of-dimensionality”
(Brazdil & Henery, 1994; Wettschereck et al., 1997) wherein some features may over-
whelm others due to high variance within or between their distributions. Linear
range standardisation to a scale of 0 to 1 was selected for this purpose.

4.2.2 Clustering and classification

Protolith clustering and altered rock classification were performed in Biolabs’ Or-
ange (Demšar et al., 2013), a freely available ML software toolkit written in Python
and running under Windows, Linux, or Mac OSX. The resulting cluster and class
labels essentially relate to sublithologies of granodiorite, e.g. rocks with greater or
lesser concentrations of K-feldspar phenocrysts. The entire process of clustering and
classification was performed twice, once using the appropriately transformed (CLR)
data, and once using “inappropriate” raw data in ppm units. This comparison was
made to simulate analysis methods, often employed by geologists without strong
geochemical training who look for multi-element correlations using untransformed
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geochemical data, which use data under the effects of closure and are thus more
likely to produce spurious correlations.

Eleven elements were used for clustering (Al, Ba, Ca, Fe, K, Sc, Ti, Mg, Mn, Na, and
P) and four elements were used for classification (Al, P, Sc, and Ti). The elements se-
lected for clustering were chosen to best represent observed igneous mineral phases
described by Hood (Hood, 2012), taking into consideration that some elements had
to be discarded from study due to poor representation in the dataset. The smaller
number of likely immobile elements (Pearce and Cann, 1973; Pearce, 1996) used for
classification of altered samples were selected based on the principal that certain el-
ements can be conserved in rocks during metasomatism (Ague & van Haren, 1996;
Grant, 1986; Grant, 2005; Gresens, 1967), and thus the relationships between these
elements should also be conserved.

Protolith samples were clustered using k-means (Ripley, 1996), a technique that in-
volves partitioning n observations into k clusters such that each sample is associated
to the cluster belonging to the nearest mean. This clustering approach is analogous
to visually assigning samples to groups based on x-y chemical plots. For example,
on three component compositional diagrams commonly applied to field classifica-
tion of rocks. The k-means algorithm was initialised with parameters set to 20 re-
runs and 300 maximal iterations. The optimal number of clusters was identified as k
= 3 using the Silhouette scoring method available in the k-means++ implementation
of Biolabs’ Orange. This method identifies an appropriate number of clusters by
combining metrics of cluster dispersion and distance, where the distance between
clusters is maximised and the dispersion of samples associated with one cluster is
minimised (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 2005). The silhouette value for each point is a
measure of how similar that point is to points in its own cluster, varying from -1
to +1, when compared to points in other clusters. If most points in a cluster have
a high silhouette values, then the clustering solution can be considered appropriate
(Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 2005).

RF (Breiman, 2001) supervised classification algorithm was used to label groups of
altered samples with corresponding clustered protolith groups. A classifier was
trained using the protolith sample data and associated reference labels based on
clusters of unaltered rock defined in the previous step. The trained RF classifier was
then applied to the samples of altered granodiorite to predict one of the cluster cate-
gories derived from k-means. In practical terms, this means that the same sequence
of geochemically-based decisions used to deduce the known reference labels (clus-
ters) for protolith samples are used to produce new labels for the altered samples. In
total, 501 decision trees were trained and three features (chosen from the set of Al,
P, Sc, and Ti) were randomly considered at each split. Nodes containing a number
of samples less than five were not split. A benefit of using RF is the generation of a
probabilistic confidence value for label assignment. This value lies in the range of 0
to 1 and was appended to the output data. This confidence value is based on class
membership probabilities, which are calculated as the proportion of decision trees
that select candidate classes based on a majority vote.

4.2.3 Domain validation and interpretation

After classification, protolith and altered samples with corresponding labels should
belong to corresponding lithological domains. The validity of domain membership
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can be assessed both statistically and spatially. To investigate the quality of geo-
chemical domains that are generated by ML we use three main criteria: (i) a domain
contains a single population for a given element; (ii) a domain is geologically homo-
geneous; and, (iii) domains show consistent spatial proximity, with groups of similar
data points reflecting the orientation of rocks observed in the field.

Assessment of population distributions was conducted visually. Reimann and Filz-
moser (Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000), suggest using a histogram, whisker plot, and
cumulative probability plot as a way to visually assess whether geochemical data
contains multiple populations. Typical characteristics of single domain distributions
are unimodal histograms and cumulative density functions (CDF) without multiple
inflection points. An assessment of geological homogeneity can be made by exam-
ining whether there is geological evidence for the population and its spatial context;
e.g., by examining drill core logging, geological mapping, and combining ancillary
data to interpret a populations geological context. Finally, inspecting data plotted
spatially in three dimensions (e.g., in its spatial context) should indicate orientations
consistent with geological observations, where significant changes in orientation re-
quire explanation or reinterpretation.

The RF classifier was tested using ten-fold cross-validation. Examples from one fold
at a time are subset and the model is induced from other folds with the examples
from the held out fold classified and assessed. This is repeated for all ten folds.
Classifier performance measures were applied to the clustered protolith sample set.
Measures include area under receiver-operating curve, classification accuracy (the
proportion of correctly classified samples), F1 (a weighted harmonic mean of Pre-
cision and Recall), Precision (the proportion of true positives among instances clas-
sified as positive), and Recall (the proportion of true positives among all positive
instances in the data).

4.3 Results

Avoiding closure issues by applying a CLR transformation altered the distribution
of data. However, these changes are expected and due to the influence of the geo-
metric mean of sample data on the value of each feature. To assess the effect of the
CLR transform, visual comparisons in ppm space to CLR-normalised space for Al,
P, Sc, and Ti were made (Figure 4.3). For these elements, the overall shapes of the
distributions are not substantially different, e.g., an overall negative skew for Ti is
present in both ppm and CLR transformed data. The major difference in distribu-
tions is observed for the raw (ppm) data being quantised, and falling into ‘bins’ due
to analytical techniques, e.g., Sc and Ti. This binning becomes smoothed after trans-
formation, as values are adjusted relative to the geometric mean for that element.

The results of clustering the CLR data produces three new geochemical groups re-
ferred to here as Cluster 1 (high K and Ti), Cluster 2 (medium K and Ti); and Cluster
3 (low K and Ti) (Figs. 4 and 5). The choice of K, rather than Ti, is related to the
relative ease if identifying Kbearing phases such as K-feldspar or biotite. The origi-
nal logging codes, based on textural and mineralogical observations, are distributed
across these new groups. Rephrased, the core logging codes of unmineralised mas-
sive protolith rocks grouped together and represent several different geochemical
groups. The relative distribution of original logging codes among the new groups
is different when comparing results from ppm data and CLR data. For ppm data:
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Cluster Low K Med K High K Sum
ppm Dataset Low K 1017 268 3 1288

Med K 110 1955 190 2255
High K 8 168 809 985
Sum 1135 2391 1002 4528

Cluster Low K Med K High K Sum
CLR Dataset Low K 341 13 0 354

Med K 9 602 545 1156
High K 1 182 2835 3018
Sum 351 797 3380 4528

TABLE 4.2: Confusion matrices for classification of the three clusters
generated from protolith data. Ten folds were used. Top: using ppm

data. Bottom: using CLR data.

Cluster 1 (n = 985), Cluster 2 (n = 2255), and Cluster 3 (n = 1288). For CLR data:
Cluster 1 (n = 3018), Cluster 2 (n = 1156), and Cluster 3 (n = 354).

The elements that contribute most to the separation of clusters was assessed visu-
ally using box and whisker plots. For each element, whether the 25% quartile to 75%
quartile ranges (Q2 to Q3) overlap between groups is a quick way to identify relative
element importance (Figure 4.5). For ppm data, Sc, Mn, and P have significant over-
lap,indicating they are not meaningfully contributing to clusters of ppm data. Ba,
Ti, K are well separated with no overlap of the Q2-Q3. Ca, Fe, and Al are separated
only for Cluster 1. Mg is slightly separate for the high K group (Cluster 1), and Na is
separated slightly for Cluster 3. For CLR data, there is significant overlap for Al, P,
Mg, and Sc, indicating they are not meaningfully contributing to clustering. Ti and
Ca are well separated and thus the most important contributors to clustering. There
is minimal separation for Na, Mn and Fe in Cluster 3, and minimal separation of Ba
and K in Cluster 1.

Visual evaluations of the manual separation of natural groupings are presented in
Figures. 4.5 and 4.6. There is significant overlap between sample points and no obvi-
ous chemical groupings are present in both the ppm and CLR data. Linear projection
plots indicate that CLR transformation has enhanced the spread of some elements,
e.g., K, Na, Sc, and P, compared to ppm data. This contrast is shown on the graphs
by a larger number of points along the axes of these elements. The density of points
in the transformed K vs Ti plot may highlight trends not observed in raw ppm data.

The performance of RF as measured using the clustered protolith sample set and
based on 10-fold cross-validation is shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Confidence values
for labels assigned to altered units using RF are shown visually in Figure 4.7 in terms
of frequency. Results for ppm data are compared with CLR data. The histograms
indicate that labels assigned using ppm data are associated with higher confidence.

The results of clustering and classification allow re-interpretation of protolith lithol-
ogy distribution in the Minto pluton (Figure 4.8). Previously, only samples with
massive igneous textural features could be used for this purpose, and logging codes
led to combining potentially different intrusions together (Figure 4.9). By cluster-
ing a subset of similarly logged samples, three geochemical groups are identified:
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Data AUC CA F1 Precision Recall
ppm 0.943 0.835 0.835 0.838 0.835
CLR 0.882 0.834 0.824 0.828 0.834

TABLE 4.3: Test and score results using RF to classify protolith data.
Values are averaged across classes. AUC = Area under Receiver Op-
erating Curve, CA = Classification Accuracy, F1 = weighted harmonic

mean of Precision and Recall.

(i) Cluster 1, (ii) Cluster 2, and (iii) Cluster 3. These labels were then applied to al-
tered samples; the resultant cross section interpretation of stacked igneous sills is
consistent with previous mapping of the open pit.
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FIGURE 4.3: Combination histogram and box and whisker plots illus-
trating changes to population distribution when transforming data
from raw ppm (closure space) to CLR (Aitchison geometry). Elements
shown are those used for classification, Al, P, Sc, and Ti, and represent
likely least mobile elements during alteration. Transformed data has

been normalised to between 0 and 1.
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FIGURE 4.4: Linear projection plots giving a visualisation of element
values relative to one another. The overall scatter of all points is less
dense for CLR data, and a greater number of elements affect the dis-
tribution of points, i.e., will lend themselves towards cluster discrim-

ination.

FIGURE 4.5: Example box plots for geochemical domains produced
by clustering. Both ppm and CLR data have been normalised to be-
tween -1 and 1. Elements shown are to compare and contrast resul-
tant domains based on input data, i.e., ppm versus CLR. Potassium
and Ti are well-differentiated clusters in ppm space, contrasting with
CLR space, where the Cluster 1 group is more well-defined by high
K, and the Cluster 3 group is more well-defined by low Ti. Calcium is
shown to illustrate an instance where transforming the data produces
more well discriminated groups, in terms of increasing variance be-
tween groups, and Al is included to illustrate a situation where an

element has a consistent frequency distribution across groups.
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FIGURE 4.6: Scatterplot contrasting the natural groupings of data as
might be considered by a geoscientist when trying to separate pro-
tolith subunits. A two-dimensional plot of K and Ti has been cho-
sen because of the suitably separated distributions shown in Figure
4.5. Overlap between sample points and the lack of obvious clusters
make manual selection of domains highly subjective. In contrast, the
k-means algorithm cluster selections in 11-dimensional space are ob-
jective and reproducible; the clustering algorithm seeks to maximise
variance between groups and maximise similarity between sample
members of each group. Black lines follow regions of higher point
density, possible indications of chemical trends not apparent in raw

ppm data.
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FIGURE 4.7: Histogram showing confidence in final classified labels
for protolith samples using RF.

FIGURE 4.8: Cross section through the Minto open pit. A. The typical
interpretation produced using logging codes, representing the group-
ing of units using lithology-, deformation-, and alteration-related
rock textures. Mineralised and altered zones are represented as con-
strained to shear zones within a massive granodioritic pluton. Re-
drafted from Hood (2012). B. A revised interpretation produced using
the results of clustering and classification, representing granodiorite
dyke and sill geometry prior to overprinting deformation and meta-

somatism related to mineralising shear zones
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FIGURE 4.9: A visual comparison of how cluster labels assigned to
protolith samples relate to original logging codes. The three domi-
nant logging codes used for undeformed granitic rocks relate to grain
size. A. New cluster assignments, based on chemical composition,

are distributed across these logging codes
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Data quality

Use of aqua regia digestions in fresh rock applications is suboptimal, but it is a
methodology that is often used in mineral exploration programmes because of its
relatively-low cost compared to methods that offer a more-complete digest. Given
the mineralogy of granitoid rocks used for this study, it is likely that Ti, Zr, V, and Cr
will only be partially extracted by an aqua regia digest. However, both the clustering
and classification stages of our work flow use Ti because it is typically an immobile
element.

Incomplete digestion of mineral phases during assaying contributes to an inaccu-
rate representation of sample composition. For example, aqua regia methods do
not provide complete digestion of resistate minerals, such as zircon. For this rea-
son, common immobile elements such as Zr could not be used during classification.
This issue can only be addressed by reanalysing samples using a four-acid digest,
however, the consistency of classification for protolith samples during a check of ac-
curacy (Tables 4.2 and 4.3) suggests that the analyses are sufficient to group rocks for
practical purposes.

4.4.2 Data preparation

The decision of whether or not to transform compositional data that will undergo
clustering or classification has been widely discussed in the natural sciences (e.g.,
(Gazley et al., 2015; Ranganathan & Borges, 2011; Templ et al., 2008; Trepanier et
al., 2016)). In particular, Trepanier et al. (Trepanier et al., 2016) indicate that similar
results are produced when using artificial neural networks for clustering, irrespec-
tive of whether the source data is compositionally closed or in a transformed space.
Despite this, we argue that best practice dictates the statistical analysis of geochem-
ical data should be performed on transformed data to reduce spurious correlations
(Aitchison, 1989; Aitchison, 2008). Relevant information in closed data is contained
within the ratios between variables, rather than in the values reported for those vari-
ables, and individual features cannot vary freely (Aitchison, 1982; Buccianti & Grun-
sky, 2014; Filzmoser et al., 2010; Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000). As k-means uses the
density of points in feature space produced from the ratios between a subset of fea-
tures, clustering performed on closed data may not be valid. Our results (Figures
4.4, 4.5, and 4.6) are consistent with this, and display clear differences between data
point distribution in closed versus open space. In addition, geochemical values vary-
ing relative to one another, can create problems for the class splitting approach used
by RF. For example, when immobile element values are necessarily used to allow
linking protolith samples to equivalent altered samples. For these reasons, compo-
sitional data must be opened before implementing our work flow.

A limitation of k-means clustering is that resultant clusters tend to be similarly sized
spherical clusters separable such that their mean value converges towards the clus-
ter centre (Ng et al., 2001). Rephrased, this implies that k-means clustering can have
difficulty with non-uniform clusters. In geochemical data, this equates to highly
non-uniform frequency distributions or distributions with high variance between
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features. Initial data exploration ensures that distributions are suitable in this re-
gard. Non-uniformity was not an issue given the nature of our case study dataset,
representing a single rock type with chemically similar sub-units, but application of
our work flow to other areas would necessitate a review and comparison of cluster-
ing algorithms appropriate for the given data distribution.

Comparing the distributions of raw ppm data to CLR transformed data (Figure 4.3),
there is no clear numerical advantage for the transformation in terms of facilitating
clustering by producing more uniform data. However, the mathematical reason to
transform data is related to the issues that make standard statistical analysis of geo-
chemical data inappropriate, as presented in the section titled Data Quality, Filtering,
Transformation, and Normalisation. Standard, or parametric, statistical approaches
rely on assumptions about the parameters of the data population distributions from
which the samples are selected, regardless of how the data are drawn, while a non-
parametric test is one that makes no such assumptions.

The CLR transform mitigates closure issues and, compared to ILR and ALR, con-
serves the number of features (Egozcue et al., 2003). The value of this transformation
towards better clusters produced using kmeans can be framed in two ways: avoid-
ance of spurious closure related correlations, and improved separation of data points
in Aitchison geometry which assists the algorithm in maximising variance between
clusters and minimising variance within clusters.

4.4.3 Enhanced speed and insight

Compared to manual approaches, the advantages of performing exploratory data
analysis and interpretation using ML methods are improved speed, reduced cost,
and a means to assess spatial patterns obscured by overprinting rock deformation
and alteration. In mining environments, geologists are under pressure to interpret
ore bodies and often produce ‘just-in-time’ models for extraction. The work flow
documented here, offers experienced geologists the opportunity to quickly assess
geochemical populations that indicate previously unrealised lithological domains.
Furthermore, industry standard geostatistical software packages cost hundreds or
thousands of dollars, whereas the method developed as part of this research uses
open-source software that fits seamlessly into current work flows.

A benefit of data clustering is that the algorithm seeks to maximise the variance be-
tween clusters, and maximise the similarity of samples belonging to clusters. This
is an approach familiar to any geologist manually processing geochemical data into
groups. As iterations progress, the domain expert considers the dominant elements
in terms of geological reasoning, with ML allowing iterations to occur more quickly
and objectively. Existing work to map compositional data in transformed geochemi-
cal space commonly follows a work flow of first discriminating chemical anomalism
from background, followed by technical methods to interpret the role of host rock
in relation to the anomaly (Buccianti et al., 2015; Carranza, 2011; Reimann et al.,
2012). In contrast, our work flow seeks to group similar lithologies together, and
then relate these to a set of altered rocks already reduced for purpose by a domain
expert. In practical situations, these derived data are sufficient to allow new spatial
interpretations of geochemical information.
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Considering which elements contribute to cluster separation or class membership,
and relating them to sample mineralogy, assists linking mineralogical field observa-
tions with geochemical data. For example, protolith clusters produced in this study
can be separated into low-, medium, and high-K groups. These separations relate to
the amount of igneous orthoclase and biotite in samples, a valuable insight for geolo-
gists working to identify rock units in drill core. In a similar theme, RF approximates
the manual task of chemically grouping rock types performed at exploration projects
or mine sites. Geologists in this situation may attempt to automate discrimination
using a series of software-based steps where element threshold values or ranges are
used to partition samples. This approach requires prior exploration of data to deter-
mine relevant elements and values relating to site rock types. Our implementation of
RF takes a few minutes to produce geochemical classification schemes and assign a
rock type label resulting from the majority vote, with the added benefit of producing
a probabilistic confidence measure for all possible labels.

The final interpreted rock type domains (Figure 4.8), suggesting stacked sills of gran-
odiorite, are consistent with the current understanding of the pluton genesis (Hood,
2012). The distribution of sample labels from protolith and altered rocks exhibit a lat-
eral spatial continuity. The original manually assigned logging codes relate mainly
to two structural lithotypes: deformed or undeformed granitoids. Our derived re-
sults present these two structural groups as three different rock types, essentially
three subunits of granodiorite. Spatial interpretation of results provides a possible
geometry of rocks prior to overprinting deformation, alteration, and mineralisation.
From this framework, new geological questions can be asked, e.g., what is the role of
dyke and sill geometry in partitioning deformation, alteration, and mineralisation?
The work flow presented in this paper is an example of combining ML techniques
to facilitate the understanding of ore deposits.

4.4.4 Geochemical comparisons

While relative high geochemical values are typically plotted in exploration situations
to illustrate regions of element enrichment from background levels, this approach
can produce false positives (e.g., (White et al., 2016)). The work flow presented here
is a useful approach towards a more complete chemical study of alteration in min-
eral deposits. Modeling the contrasting concentrations of geochemical data does not
give a complete representation of alteration geometry because weight percent values
provide no direct information about the nature and magnitude of mass transfer dur-
ing hydrothermal alteration (e.g., (Grant, 1986; Grant, 2005)). Outputs from the work
flow presented in this paper have the potential to assist geologists in brownfields ar-
eas to define alteration zone geometry and surrounding alteration halos using the
spatial distribution of whole rock chemical analyses.

We present a work flow as an example of how ML techniques can be integrated by a
geologist to improve the speed of their interpretations. Further work could involve
applying a modified version of this work flow to other types of mineral deposits to
interpret the relationship between the magnitude of element mobility within miner-
alised zones and the relationship to local brittle-ductile structures. Protolith samples
in mineral deposits can be grouped into chemically similar domains using machine-
learning techniques, and used to identify corresponding altered versions.
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4.4.5 Work flow adaptation

Fortunately, similar rock compositions and appropriate logging codes at Minto al-
lowed for simple filtering to separate protolith samples from deformed and altered
rock types. However, changes to the work flow will be necessary in situations with a
higher number of protolith rock types, overprinting alteration styles, or geochemical
data from different analytical techniques. As the number of geochemical domains
increases, the likelihood of successful clustering for all samples will diminish.

Future implementation of the work flow described in this paper should investigate
alternative unsupervised and supervised algorithms. Templ et al. (Templ et al., 2008)
compare and attempt to rank a range of clustering techniques using geochemical
data, including hierarchical, partitioning, model-based, and fuzzy methods. They
conclude that ranking algorithms do not produce a clear best choice, and that mul-
tiple approaches yield different but useful insights. Templ et al. (Templ et al., 2008)
recommend cluster analysis in an exploratory context, involving changing cluster
parameters and visually inspecting the results. Further work to compare clustering
techniques is recommended, and the possibility that domain experts may be more
efficient for this stage can be considered.

In terms of the supervised classification algorithm selection, Cracknell and Reading
(Cracknell & Reading, 2014) compare the performance of five options for classifying
lithology using geophysical information, including Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest neigh-
bours, RF, Support Vector Machines, and Artificial Neural Networks. They conclude
that RF provides a good first choice algorithm with a balance between stability, ease
of use, processing time and prediction accuracy. An option for future study will
be to explore more recently developed methods such as Convolutional Neural Net-
works (Bengio & LeCun, 2007; Cun et al., 1990), which could be used to combine
algorithms and have the benefit of incorporating spatial data (if spatial features are
included. (Granek, 2016)).

4.5 Conclusions

Geologists typically work with large spatial datasets that include geochemical and
manual logging/classification information. A common task for geologists during
exploration is to provide interpretations of site geology, and the effects and spatial
extent of alteration related to mineralisation (Reimann, 2005). These, in turn, give
exploration and mining teams a basis for understanding the potential role of origi-
nal rock geometry in controlling the location of mineralisation, or characteristics of
enveloping alteration zones. The aim of the work flow presented here is to provide
a high-speed approach to processing geochemical information that is reproducible
and objective. The crosssection results (Figure 4.8) from the Minto case study area
demonstrate these objectives and illustrate the new insight gained by reprocessing
and interpreting the drilling data. However, the method is not intended to be a
“black box”; careful selection of samples, key elements, ML parameters, and the
evaluation of results by a geologist are still required. In terms of the case study
area, a spatial validation of results was key to evaluating cluster and classification
performance.
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The clustering and classification work flow documented here combines the domain
expertise of a geologist with rapid processing executed in freely available ML soft-
ware. Using an appropriate set of protolith samples, a clustering algorithm success-
fully grouped samples of similar geochemical composition. RF then classified the
resulting three group labels to corresponding altered samples, i.e., samples with a
relatable original composition. Label confidence measures from RF add value by
allowing geologists to audit the quality of rock associations. Analysis of clustering
and classification results allows reconstruction of original protolith geometry, and a
comparison to mapped observations in a case study area supports the accuracy of
lithological interpretations.

A coupled clustering and classification approach allows the rapid association of al-
tered samples to their likely corresponding protolith Interpreting the results pro-
vides a representation of original protolith geometry, a framework to investigate
how the distribution of rocks might have influenced deformation and alteration par-
titioning and the eventual location of ore zones. Generating the results presented in
this paper took only a few hours, once QAQC had been performed and different pre-
processing approaches were trialled. It is anticipated that applying the work flow
to new areas will be at least as efficient, and has the benefit of using freely avail-
able software. In summary, this work flow applies ML techniques to find patterns in
imperfect geochemical datasets quickly and at very low cost.
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5.1 Abstract

Mass balance equations can be used to understand metasomatism. Here we use
2,726 multi-element chemical analyses to quantify the effect of metasomatism asso-
ciated with Au mineralisation at the Hamlet Gold Mine (Hamlet), Yilgarn Craton,
Western Australia. Principal components analysis is first used to identify covary-
ing elements and six groups of elements are identified: (1) relatively immobile ele-
ments, with Zr and Hf providing an appropriate reference frame for mass balance
calculations; (2) elements associated with mafic rocks, such as Ca, Co, Fe, Ge, Mg,
Mn, and Zn; (3) elements related to potassic alteration, Ba, Cs, K, Rb, and Tl; (4)
elements related to sodic alteration, Be, Na, and Sr; (5) chalcophile elements, in-
cluding Bi, weakly associated with Au; and (6) Au, Te, and S representing the main
Au-mineralising event. A statistically-rigorous approach is then used to quantify
element addition and depletion and provides 95% confidence limits for changes in
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mass. To achieve this, the basaltic host rocks are divided into four subunits based on
Cr content. Sample subsets are then created to select altered rocks and least-altered
protolith rocks, using discrimination diagrams. Pairings of least altered-altered sam-
ples from each basalt subunit are used to construct matrices via bootstrapping. Mass
balance results from these matrices indicate similar element mobility associated with
Au mineralisation across the four basalt subunits, with up to 24% mass loss. Key
potassic and sodic group elements are enriched in the Au mineralised zones at the
expense of elements with a mafic-association. Spatial patterns of mass change are
linear and repetitive within the steeply-dipping Hamlet Shear Zone, interpreted to
represent a mesh-like geometry of metasomatism within the plane of the shear zone.
Localised enrichment of K, Na, and Bi are related to Au distribution while Ca deple-
tion zones reflect the movement of reactive fluid along the shear plane.

5.2 Introduction

Orogenic Au deposits can provide a sample-rich opportunity to investigate geo-
chemical changes associated with deformation-focussed metasomatic activity. While
univariate geochemical data or element ratios can be an effective first-pass method
to investigate chemical distribution and relative abundance for a region (Reimann,
2005), these approaches do not quantify element addition or depletion. Methods to
quantify geochemical changes include: (1) calculating ‘enrichment factors’ using ra-
tios, where the element concentration of interest is divided by the concentration of
an immobile element (Chandrajith et al., 2001; Brauhart et al., 2017; Carranza, 2017);
(2) Pearce Element Ratios (Stanley and Madeisky, 1996; Whitbread and McQueen,
2002; Urqueta et al., 2009); and (3) calculating mass balance, where the ratio of im-
mobile element concentration for an altered and unaltered (or least-altered) sample
provide a reference frame for computing element addition or loss (Gresens, 1967;
Grant, 1986, 2005; McKinley et al., 2016).

Geochemical mass change in open-systems has been discussed extensively in the lit-
erature (Gresens, 1967; Grant, 1986; Brimhall and Dietrich, 1987; Brimhall et al., 1988;
Ague and van Haren, 1996). An application of mass balance calculations is to quan-
tify element changes in metasomatically-altered rock, relative to the unaltered (or
least-altered) rock representing the protolith. The results provide information about
the effects of overprinting metasomatism experienced by the altered rock or suite of
altered rocks. In this study, a statistically-robust elemental mass balance investiga-
tion is presented for the Hamlet Gold Mine (Hamlet; Figure 5.1. The methodology
provides a technique to model hydrothermal fluid flow pathways in three dimen-
sions (3-D), and results improve our understanding of element mobility in shear-
associated greenstone Au (orogenic Au) deposits. To support mass balance results,
Principal Components Analysis (PCA; Pearson, 1901; Jolliffe, 2011) is used to pro-
duce groups of elements associated with protolith rock composition or overprinting
alteration effects.
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FIGURE 5.1: Bedrock map of St Ives, Western Australia, showing the
Paringa Basalt (PBS) and mineralised shear zones (red) within the
greater Argo-Athena-Hamlet shear complex. The axial trace of the
Durkin Anticline is shown as a dashed line. Map drafted using un-

published company mapping and the drill data used in this study.

5.3 Geochemical Mass Balance

The conventional graphical mass balance approach of Grant (1986, 2005) is not well-
suited to highly-variable rock composition, noisy data and/or large datasets. First,
the immobile element reference frame selected can strongly affect the outcome of
mass change estimates. This is because major and trace element concentrations differ
by orders of magnitude. Very-low concentrations near the analytical detection limit
contribute less to the position of the isocon than higher values, analytical errors, and
the variable mobility of “immobile elements” (e.g., Baumgartner and Olsen, 1995;
Mukherjee and Gupta, 2008; Ahmed et al., 2019). Second, parent protolith rocks are
chemically heterogeneous and altered rocks are not uniformly altered in terms of
extent or type. Compositional analyses also include analytical error (Ague and van
Haren, 1996).

Samples picked to represent protolith may yield significantly different results, due
to variable composition. Simplified approaches using arithmetic averaging of geo-
chemical data do not address this issue. Univariate geochemical datasets do not gen-
erally follow a Gaussian distribution model and standard statistical approaches are
invalid for multivariate compositional data (Vistelius, 1960; Aitchison, 1986; Aitchi-
son, 1989; Reimann and Filzmoser, 2000). The sample vs. sample approach of Grant
(1986, 2005) also becomes laborious when handling many samples, as are commonly
available at an advanced mineral exploration project or mining operation. Many
computer programs have been developed to improve the speed of processing mass
balance equations (Potdevin, 1993; Lopez-Moro, 2012), or to facilitate the selection of
an immobile reference frame (Janousek et al., 2006; Carrasco and Girty, 2015). While
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useful, these approaches do not statistically represent compositional variability of
sample populations and the uncertainty of mass balance results is not provided.

Recent work by Ahmed et al. (2019) addresses this issue by examining boxplots of
sample data to assess the uncertainty of individual mass balance estimates and uses
spreadsheets to speed up calculations. However the approach of Ahmed et al. (2019)
does not provide a robust estimate of element change for the entire alteration do-
main. To address this issue, we apply the modified mass balance approach of Ague
and van Haren (1996); this approach was selected because it features automation
for dealing with large sets of samples, is statistically-robust, and provides a mea-
sure of confidence for results. An innovative use of these results is to relate them to
the covariance of elements (as measured using PCA) and to furthermore derive 3-D
representation of element enrichment and depletion. Results can then inform be-
tween geochemical data and the structural-mineralogical controls on mineralisation
in orogenic Au deposits.

5.4 Case Study Area

The St Ives Au-Ni Camp is located near the township of Kambalda, Western Aus-
tralia, 57 km south of Kalgoorlie. The St Ives area has produced over 12 Moz of Au
to date, from multiple open pit and underground mines (Carolus, 2018). Discovered
in 2009, the Hamlet underground mine occurs within the multi-million-ounce Argo-
Athena-Hamlet shear complex (Figure 1) in the southern portion of St Ives and is
currently in production.

St Ives is in the Kambalda Domain of the Kalgoorlie Terrane, Yilgarn Craton, West-
ern Australia (Czarnota et al., 2010). The greenstone stratigraphy of the Kambalda
Domain comprises regionally metamorphosed mafic-ultramafic, felsic intrusive and
clastic sedimentary units (Squire et al., 1998; Krapež and Hand, 2008; Czarnota et
al., 2010). The Paringa Basalt, which hosts Hamlet (Figure 5.2), is part of a regional
high-Th siliceous basalt group (Barnes et al., 2012) with a type area located between
Kalgoorlie and Kambalda. The Paringa Basalt comprises submarine pillowed and
massive facies, some of which are thick and internally differentiated (Lesher, 1983).
The major element compositions of the unit range from magnesian andesite to basalt
with anomalously high Si content and includes a component of fractionates and cu-
mulates (Barnes et al., 2012). Regional greenschist facies metamorphism, overprint-
ing the Paringa Basalt, is recorded by an assemblage of amphibole-chlorite-albite-
plagioclase (Prendergast, 2007).

The Hamlet deposit is hosted entirely within the Paringa Basalt. This formation con-
tains variolitic intervals and pillowed basalt flows up to tens of metres thick, and
thicker differentiated dolerite units up to hundreds of metres. The formation grades
from high-Mg basalt at the base, to more-evolved tholeiitic basalts at the top; these
two geochemical domains are informally separated as Upper- and Lower-Paringa
Basalt (Barnes et al., 2012; Walshe et al., 2014). As it is not always possible to sep-
arate these subunits visually during diamond drill core logging, logs contain codes
for Upper- or Lower Paringa, or simply Paringa. Typically, they are discriminated
into three informal subunits using whole rock geochemical data. These subunits
are defined using Th-Cr-Ti ternary plots as the Upper, Middle, and Lower Paringa
Basalt (Walshe et al., 2014).
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FIGURE 5.2: The stratigraphic column on the left shows the relative
location of the Paringa Basalt and mineralised shear zones shown in
Figure 5.1. A schematic representation of the Hamlet Shear Zone with
hallmark features is shown on the right. Stratigraphic descriptions
and thicknesses are from McGoldrick et al. (2013a) and Gregory et al.

(2016).

Structurally, the Kambalda Domain is bound to the east by the Boulder-Lefroy Fault
Zone and to the west by the Zuleika Shear Zone (Swager et al., 1995; Myers, 1997).
Multiphase deformation associated with movement along these shear zones is man-
ifested by five main deformation events (Blewett et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2010; Mc-
Goldrick et al., 2013b). Gold mineralisation is interpreted to have occurred dur-
ing peak metamorphism, late in the deformation history, within second-order struc-
tures such as vein arrays, sinistral-reverse shear zones and thrust faults related to
the episodic rupture of segments on the main faults (Nguyen et al., 1998; Cox and
Ruming, 2004; Connors et al., 2005; Ruming, 2006; Miller et al., 2010).

The Hamlet Shear Zone cuts the Paringa Basalt as a steeply dipping, 5 m to 25 m
wide zone of shear foliation (Figure 5.2). The shear zone may be continuous, or
a series of discrete narrow shears separated by undeformed basalt. Potassic al-
teration, in the form of biotite replacement of chlorite or pyroxene, is present as
an envelope around veining in the shear zone (Figure 5.3) ≤ 15 m thick. Gold
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mineralisation at Hamlet comprises quartz and carbonate vein arrays with associ-
ated biotite-carbonate-albite-sulfide wall-rock alteration in the shear zone. Perva-
sive, pale yellow-brown albite is most strongly developed around stockwork quartz-
albite veining and quartz-albite matrix breccias (Figure 5.3). When plotted in 3-D the
samples with the highest Au grades occur along multiple trends within the Hamlet
Shear Zone, with no single dominant orientation.
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FIGURE 5.3: Mineralogical zones of Paringa Basalt related to the
Hamlet Shear Zone which represent ore-distal to ore-proximal facies.
A. Drill core sample of massive chlorite-bearing basalt from outside
the shear zone. B. Drill core showing schistose altered rocks, char-
acterised by biotite replacement of chlorite. Sample is from within
the shear zone. C. Drill core sample of brecciated brown albite (ab1)
and biotite (bt) altered rock with disseminated pyrrhotite (po) and
lesser pyrite (py). The breccia matrix is white albite (ab1) and qz. D.
Underground mining face (8805 Ore Drive North) showing the rela-
tionship between rocks from figures A—C, separated by red dashed
lines. Gold mineralised rocks with pervasive ab1 alteration are cen-
tral to the Hamlet orebody. This zone is flanked by more weakly min-
eralised, biotite-altered rocks without ab1. These two facies overprint

greenschist-metamorphosed basalt.
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5.5 Methods

5.5.1 Initial Data and Pre-Processing

The unfiltered database used in this study contains 6,051 samples and 61 elements
from whole-rock analyses. Multi-element assays were produced using a four-acid
digest (Activation Laboratories’ ME-MS61 procedure in Perth, Western Australia;
Appendix A. Dataset QAQC). Whole-rock multi-element geochemistry is from both
Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) Mass Spectrometry (-MS) and Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (-AES) analyses. The ICP dataset contains 60 elements Ag, Al, As, Ba,
Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Dy, Er, Eu, Fe, Ga, Gd, Ge, Hf, Ho, In, K, La, Li,
Lu, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Nd, Ni, P, Pb, Pr, Rb, Re, S, Sb, Sc, Se, Sm, Sn, Sr, Ta, Tb,
Te, Th, Ti, Tl, Tm, U, V, W, Y, Yb, Zn, Zr. Gold was analysed by fire assay (Appendix
A. Dataset QAQC). Values less than analytical limit of detection (LOD; censored val-
ues) were substituted with values half of detection limit (Grunsky and Smee, 1999;
Carranza, 2011) and are listed in Appendix A. When less than 30% of element val-
ues are censored, replacement of censored values with values half of detection limit
has been shown to have minimal effect on the mapping and interpretation of multi-
element anomalies reflecting the presence of mineralisation (Carranza, 2011).

Principal components analysis (Pearson, 1901; Jolliffe, 2011) was used to produce
geochemical groups in ioGASTM. Conventional algebraic operations and statisti-
cal calculations applied to compositional data lead to incorrect results (Pawlowsky-
Glahn et al., 2015). This is because chemical compositional data are closed, sum
to a constant value, and only contain relative information. Therefore correlation
coefficients calculated on raw compositional data are not valid (Aitchison, 1986;
Pawlowsky-Glahn et al., 2015). To address this, element concentrations were trans-
formed before PCA using the centred log-ratio (CLR) transform (Aitchison, 1986;
Aitchison, 2008). A subset of samples did not include the elements Dy, Er, Eu,
Gd, Ho, Lu, Nd, Pr, Se, Sm, Tb, Tm, or Yb as part of analytical batches. These
elements were omitted from transformation. The final list of CLR transformed ele-
ments (n=48) were: Ag, Al, As, Au, Ba, Be, Bi, Ca, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Ga, Ge,
Hf, In, K, La, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Nb, Ni, P, Pb, Rb, Re, S, Sb, Sc, Sn, Sr, Ta, Te, Th,
Ti, Tl, U, V, W, Y, Zn, and Zr.

Mass balance estimates require characterisation of least-altered protolith samples
for comparison with corresponding altered samples. We produced the required
lithological groups using geochemical discrimination plots in ioGASTM. Mass bal-
ance calculations were performed using the Python programming language with the
numpy and pandas library modules. Compositional data were used for mass bal-
ance calculations (not CLR transformed data) because the mass balance equations
use element ratios, an appropriate method to deal with closure issues (Grant, 1986;
Ague and van Haren, 1996; Grant, 2005). Finally, assessment of mass balance data in
3-D was performed using DatamineTM and LeapfrogTM software.

Identification of Least-Altered Samples, Weathered Samples, and Variously Al-
tered Samples

Visual core logging data was present for most, but not all, samples. This information
included stratigraphic unit (42 classes), regolith type (12 classes), and rock type (48
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classes). A variety of fields denoting logged mineralogy were also available. A rep-
resentative subset of Hamlet basalt samples was extracted using common logging
codes. First, least weathered rocks were identified using the regolith column (3,170
samples not designated as part of the regolith profile). Next, logged stratigraphic
entity was used to isolate samples logged as Paringa Basalt (3,489 samples marked
as Upper-, Lower-, or un-differentiated Paringa Basalt), and logged rock type was
used to select only samples marked as mafic (3,473 samples). Twenty-seven sam-
ples with Ni < 50 ppm plot west of the Hamlet study area indicating these were
mis-logged as Paringa Basalt, and they were rejected. A total of 3,024 records were
present after filtering by rock type. However, after omitting samples with missing
analyses (i.e., where elements of interest had not been assayed for, (see Appendix A.
Dataset QAQC), the final number of transformed samples was 2,726.

The Paringa Basalt is geochemically heterogeneous and so was divided into smaller
geochemical domains related to igneous fractionation. The variation in Cr compo-
sition of the Paringa Basalt is gradational from north to south (Figure 5.4). A prob-
ability plot of Cr CLR produces approximately similar sized subunit volumes using
normal score thresholds of -1.0, 0.0, and 1.0 (Figure 5.5). These thresholds divide the
Paringa Basalt from stratigraphic base to top into PB1 (n=433 samples), PB2 (n=930
samples), PB3 (n=931 samples), and PB4 (n=432 samples).

FIGURE 5.4: Map of Cr and Zr values. Generally, Cr content increases
from south to north, moving upwards through stratigraphy (A and
B). Zirconium and other potentially immobile elements such as Hf,
Sc, Ti, Nb, and P generally have a range of values across the Paringa
Basalt subunits and do not significantly vary from south to north (C

and D).
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FIGURE 5.5: Manual redefinition of four subunits of Paringa Basalt
(PB1—PB4) using a probability plot of Cr and normal scores of -1.0,
0.0, and 1.0 (A.). The Hamlet Shear Zone crosscuts these subunits at
a high angle (B. and C.). Samples have been projected vertically to
surface, for ease of viewing. Samples that are not Paringa Basalt are
marked as black points; samples omitted from CLR calculations are

marked as open circles.

Once samples had been grouped into subunits, least-altered and Au-associated sam-
ples needed to be separated (Figure 5.6). First, Au and Te LOD values (Au = 0.0005
ppm and Te = 0.025 ppm) were used to identify unmineralised samples. Next, sam-
ples along the albite trend of a Na (mol)/Al (mol) vs. K (mol)/Al (mol) plot (Davies
and Whitehead, 2006, 2010) were selected to isolate samples likely to contain K or
Na-bearing alteration minerals, i.e., albite or biotite. The alkali index (molar ratios
of Na/Al and K/Al; Figure 5.6A) is an effective tool for identifying major alter-
ation types in Archaean orogenic systems (Davies and Whitehead, 2006; Prender-
gast, 2007; Davies and Whitehead, 2010). Sodic and potassic alteration assemblages
are common in orogenic Au deposits and are coincident with Au mineralisation at
Hamlet. Weathering of mafic igneous rocks can be discriminated on a ternary plot
of Al2O3-CaO-K2O [mol%] (Nesbitt and Young, 1984) (Figure 5.6B).

Linear combinations of elements reflecting mineralogy can be more effectively iden-
tified using PCA than by through user-defined groups (Grunsky et al., 2014). This
approach can use geochemical data to inform rock composition (Grunsky and Smee,
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FIGURE 5.6: Manual assessment of alteration and weathering. Un-
altered samples have been chosen as having Au = 0.05 ppm and Te
= 0.025 ppm (i.e., both LOD), plotting within the unaltered and un-
weathered windows. A. Na/Al (molar) vs K/Al (molar) diagram
(modified form Davies and Whitehead, 2006) to assess alteration.
Samples plotting outside a bounding box of 0.020-0.060 K/Al and
0.175-0.275 Na/Al are considered altered. B. Al2O3-CaO-K2O weath-
ering trend ternary diagram (after Nesbitt and Young, 1984). The win-
dow of unweathered samples ranges from 0-50% Al2O3 and 0-10%

K2O in the ternary space.

1999; Grunsky et al., 2014), degree of weathering in regolith (Ohta and Arai, 2007;
de Caritat and Grunsky, 2013), and alteration (Loughlin, 1991; Fisher et al., 2014; Ca-
ciagli, 2015; Gazley et al., 2015). A benefit of PCA is that the dimensions of data are
reduced, and elements that are covariant can be identified. Multivariate geochemi-
cal data represented in Principal Component (PC) space are transformed so that the
axis of greatest variance becomes the first PC, the axis of second-greatest variance
becomes PC2, and so on. A triaxial plot of PC1-PC2-PC3 will thus summarise the
greatest amount of variance in the dataset and be a more comprehensive summary
of that dataset than a plot of any three original variables.

Statistically-Based Mass Balance Estimates

Our approach to calculating mass balance follows the method of Ague and van
Haren (1996). The results obtained using this method produce mathematically-
appropriate average estimates of element mass change for an alteration domain,
bounded by confidence limits. Averaged compositions for representative samples
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Variable Description
CA Final concentration of an element in altered rock
CO Final concentration of an element in least-altered rock
MA Mass of altered rock
MO Mass of least-altered rock
CA

i Initial concentration of element in altered rock
CO

i Initial concentration of element in least-altered rock
CA

CO A proportion representing the change in concentration (addition or
depletion) of an element

MA

MO Isocon reference proportion; the geochemical baseline determined by
user-selected immobile elements

CA
i

CO
i

Initial concentration of an element in the altered sample as a propor-
tion of an unaltered sample

TABLE 5.1: Description of variables comprising Equation 5.1. Modi-
fied from Grant (1986).

can also be extracted and used to solve mass balance equations for original sam-
ples. Results can then be plotted spatially to interpret patterns of conventional mass
balance in 3-D.

Gresens’ equation (1967), rearranged by Grant (1986), is shown in Equation 5.1, and
the variables of the equation are defined in Table 5.1.

CA

CO =

((
MA

MO

)
×
(

Ci
A

Ci
O

))
− 1 (5.1)

Quantification of mass changes in an open-system requires identification of one or
more immobile elements (Gresens, 1967; Pearce and Cann, 1973; Grant, 1986). High
Field Strength Elements (HFSE) and Rare Earth Elements (REE) are typically immo-
bile during alteration (Pearce and Cann, 1973; Pearce, 1996). Whether an element has

actually been immobile can be examined using the ratio of C̄◦i
C̄′i

, which will be similar

for all immobile elements (e.g., Grant, 1986; Ague and van Haren, 1996).

Bootstrapping is a statistical, non-parametric re-sampling technique (Efron, 1979).
Synthetic sample sets created using the bootstrap are used to better represent in-
complete data distributions and to obtain estimates of summary statistics for non-
normal geochemical distributions. Bootstrapping selects many samples at random,
allowing duplicates, from a matrix. For each of our four protolith rock suites (PB1,
PB2, PB3, and PB4) we first produced two synthetic sets of samples: one represent-
ing least-altered rocks and one representing selected altered rocks. For each sample
set, 5,000 bootstrapped records were created. The synthetic protolith and altered
sample sets for each subunit were then used to calculate the Aitchison Measure of
Location (AML). The AML is a measure of central tendency which uses a geometric
mean to determine an average value for geochemical distributions with non-normal
probability distributions (Aitchison, 1989; Woronow and Love, 1990). The geometric
mean is defined as the nth root of (x1 ∗ x2 ∗ . . . ∗ xn) and is used for non-normal dis-
tributions when a conventional arithmetic mean is not mathematically appropriate.
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The resulting probability distribution of AML values is normal, and the mean AML
value for each element can be used to create a representative averaged sample for
each set of samples. From these, immobile element candidature can be assessed, and
mass balance values can be calculated. The bootstrapped AML method is repeated
for the matrix of samples representing the protolith domain, and that which repre-
sents the alteration subdomain. The two derived matrices are then used to produce
a matrix of mass change values which reflect the original probability distributions
(Ague and van Haren, 1996).

C̄1, C̄2, . . . C̄M) =
g1, g2, ... , gM

∑M
m=1 gM

(5.2)

Where C̄M is the concentration of constituent m, and M is the total number of con-
stituents used to calculate the geometric mean of constituent m (gm).

gm = exp[N−1
N

∑
n=1

ln (cn,m)] (5.3)

The AML vectors are denoted AML◦ (protolith suite) and AML′ (altered suite) using
Equation 2, yielding:

AML◦ = C̄◦1 , C̄◦2 , . . . , C̄◦M (5.4)

AML′ = C̄′1, C̄′2, . . . , C̄′M (5.5)

Best estimates of mass change are then calculated:

T̂ =
C̄◦i
C̄′i
− 1 (5.6)

τ̂ j =
C̄◦i
C̄′i
×

C̄′j
C̄◦j

(5.7)

where T̂ is the total mass change and τ̂ j is the mass change for mobile species j,
calculated using replicate bootstrap analysis.

Immobile elements are identified by constant inter-element ratios for like lithology.
Straight lines on scatter plots are conventionally used (Pearce, 1996; Piercey et al.,

2002), but the bootstrapped AML matrices provide robust values of C̄◦i
C̄′i

and allow

comparison between elements. For example, elements with similar proportions of C̄◦i
C̄′i

appear as a plateau of values. The geometric mean of immobile element proportions
C̄◦i
C̄′i

, the Geometric Mean Best Estimate (GMBE), represents the immobile-element

reference frame from which element addition and depletion are then calculated. A
geometric mean is used to calculate the GMBE, as literature suggests it provides
better results than an arithmetic mean for ratio quantities (Spiegel, 1961).
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Next, the GMBE immobile reference frame is used to solve Equation 7. Five-thousand
solutions are generated (as there are 5,000 samples is the protolith matrix and 5,000
corresponding samples in the altered sample matrix). A geometric mean is used to
produce a single mass balance estimate for the alteration domain, and 95% confi-
dence limits are placed about this value. This representation provides an averaged
measure of element mass change and a representation of uncertainty arising from
geochemical heterogeneity. Confidence limits spanning the 0% mass change line in-
dicate that elements cannot be stated as having had mass gain or loss and cannot be
used reliably to quantify or represent element mass balance. Finally, the geometric
mean of values for the representative protolith of each subunit is used to calculate
mass balance for each appropriate altered sample in the original dataset. The results
are plotted spatially for interpretation in 3-D.

5.6 Results

5.6.1 Principal Component Element Patterns

Ten PCs were selected using the change in slope of a scree plot (Figure 5.7) and
account for 75.9% of data variance for CLR-transformed data (Appendix B. Principal
Component Supplement). The relative contributions of elements to each PC is given
in Table 5.2 and is coloured to indicate groups of elements with similar covariance.

Element eigenvectors are plotted in 3-D using PC1—PC3 as axes (Figure 5.8). Six
groups of elements are defined by similar vector orientation and magnitude: (1)
relatively immobile elements, e.g., Ce, Ga, Hf, Nb, La, Ta, Th, and Zr; (2) elements
associated with mafic rocks, Ca, Co, Cr, Fe, Ge, Mg, Mn, Ni, and Zn; (3) elements
related to potassic alteration: Ba, Cs, K, Rb, and Tl; (4) elements related to sodic
alteration: Be, Na, and Sr; (5) chalcophile elements, including Bi and Sb; and (6) Au,
Te, and S.

FIGURE 5.7: Scree plot of PCs against eigenvalues, to assess which
components contain the most variability. The threshold line of 1

marks PC10; the first 10 PCs account for 75.9% of the variance.
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PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9 PC10
Rb 0.69 Be 0.54 Sb 0.47 Mo 0.49 Sn 0.49 Sr 0.41 Cu 0.52 As 0.50
Cs 0.69 Cr 0.52 Pb 0.42 Sb 0.32 In 0.38 Pb 0.37 S 0.32 P 0.20
Tl 0.64 Ni 0.45 Mo 0.34 V 0.31 As 0.32 Sn 0.32 Cr 0.29 Cu 0.20
Ba 0.63 Li 0.41 As 0.30 As 0.26 Zn 0.28 In 0.32 Ni 0.23 Cd 0.20
K 0.63 Mg 0.27 La 0.27 W 0.26 Li 0.20 Bi 0.25 Co 0.20 S 0.16
Li 0.42 Na 0.27 Cs 0.26 Sc 0.24 Bi 0.18 Na 0.22 Sc 0.16 Zr 0.16
Sc 0.30 Sr 0.25 Ce 0.24 Re 0.23 Hf 0.17 Be 0.18 Th 0.14 Hf 0.15
Fe 0.27 Co 0.22 Tl 0.23 Ti 0.22 Re 0.16 Ba 0.18 V 0.13 Sr 0.11
V 0.23 W 0.20 Sn 0.20 Ca 0.16 Zr 0.15 V 0.15 U 0.10 Ti 0.09
Mn 0.21 As 0.18 Th 0.17 Na 0.15 Ti 0.15 Cu 0.14 La 0.09 Na 0.07
Co 0.21 Al 0.17 U 0.16 Al 0.15 Ta 0.09 Al 0.12 Na 0.08 Li 0.07
Y 0.17 Ga 0.15 Zn 0.14 K 0.09 Nb 0.09 K 0.11 Ta 0.08 Ca 0.07
Cr 0.16 Au 0.12 Ba 0.13 Ba 0.09 W 0.09 Ga 0.11 Al 0.08 Zn 0.04
Ni 0.15 Hf 0.07 Ni 0.12 Rb 0.08 P 0.08 Ca 0.09 Bi 0.08 Pb 0.03
P 0.14 Pb 0.07 P 0.12 Mn 0.08 Be 0.04 Sc 0.08 Ce 0.06 Tl 0.03
Ge 0.13 Sb 0.04 Cr 0.11 Ga 0.07 V 0.04 Sb 0.07 Ti 0.05 V 0.01
Ti 0.11 Ti 0.02 Rb 0.10 Ta 0.06 Y 0.04 Ti 0.07 Re 0.05 Al 0.00
Al 0.08 P 0.02 Re 0.08 Cu 0.06 Tl 0.03 Rb 0.07 Nb 0.04 Co -0.01
Mg 0.07 Zr 0.01 Cd 0.07 Nb 0.06 Na 0.03 Cd 0.05 Ga 0.03 In -0.01
Zr 0.06 Tl 0.00 Ge 0.04 Y 0.06 Ga 0.03 Tl 0.04 Te 0.03 Nb -0.01
Zn 0.06 V 0.00 In 0.04 Fe 0.03 Sb 0.02 Cr 0.04 Y 0.02 Mg -0.02
Nb 0.05 Cs -0.01 Sr 0.01 Co 0.02 Co 0.01 Zn 0.02 Pb 0.01 Sb -0.02
Hf 0.05 Th -0.03 K 0.01 Sr 0.01 Mo 0.00 Co 0.02 Au 0.00 Mn -0.02
Ta 0.04 Te -0.04 Mg 0.01 Cs -0.01 Au -0.01 S 0.02 As -0.01 Au -0.03
Ce 0.03 K -0.05 Co 0.00 P -0.02 Ba -0.01 Cs 0.02 Sb -0.04 Cs -0.03
Th 0.02 Nb -0.06 S -0.02 Tl -0.02 Cs -0.01 Ni 0.01 Cs -0.04 Ta -0.03
La 0.01 U -0.06 Nb -0.03 Ge -0.05 Te -0.02 Li 0.00 Ge -0.04 Ag -0.04
In 0.00 Ta -0.06 Cu -0.03 Mg -0.05 Al -0.03 Re -0.02 Be -0.05 Ni -0.04
Ga -0.02 La -0.06 Ta -0.04 S -0.07 S -0.06 Ag -0.02 Tl -0.07 K -0.05
Re -0.05 Ce -0.06 Bi -0.06 In -0.09 Fe -0.06 Ta -0.02 In -0.07 Ce -0.05
U -0.05 Ba -0.07 W -0.07 Cr -0.09 K -0.06 P -0.03 Rb -0.08 Ba -0.06
Ca -0.07 Rb -0.07 Y -0.10 Au -0.12 Sc -0.06 Nb -0.03 Mg -0.08 Be -0.07
Cu -0.12 Ge -0.07 Fe -0.13 Be -0.12 Ag -0.06 Y -0.03 Hf -0.08 Ga -0.07
S -0.17 Mo -0.08 Be -0.13 Ni -0.13 Rb -0.06 Mg -0.06 Fe -0.08 Fe -0.07
Sn -0.21 Re -0.08 Na -0.14 Ag -0.14 Ni -0.11 Te -0.07 Ag -0.09 Rb -0.07
Te -0.21 Sc -0.12 Hf -0.15 Cd -0.15 Cu -0.11 Mn -0.08 P -0.09 Y -0.08
Be -0.22 Sn -0.14 Al -0.16 Zr -0.20 Ge -0.12 Fe -0.08 Ba -0.09 La -0.08
Ag -0.26 Ca -0.20 Zr -0.16 Hf -0.21 Cr -0.13 Ge -0.13 Zr -0.10 Th -0.08
As -0.27 Bi -0.21 Mn -0.18 Pb -0.22 Cd -0.15 Au -0.15 K -0.12 Sc -0.09
Au -0.27 Zn -0.21 Ti -0.19 Te -0.23 Mn -0.17 Ce -0.19 Mo -0.13 Cr -0.09
Pb -0.33 In -0.21 Ga -0.21 U -0.24 Ce -0.17 Th -0.21 Sn -0.15 U -0.10
Cd -0.33 Mn -0.22 Ca -0.22 Li -0.24 La -0.18 U -0.21 W -0.15 Te -0.17
Sr -0.36 Fe -0.23 Li -0.22 Zn -0.25 Th -0.19 Hf -0.21 Li -0.16 Ge -0.20
Bi -0.38 Ag -0.24 Ag -0.24 Sn -0.25 U -0.21 La -0.22 Sr -0.21 W -0.21
Na -0.38 Cd -0.31 V -0.25 Th -0.26 Mg -0.21 Zr -0.24 Zn -0.29 Sn -0.21
Mo -0.41 Y -0.34 Sc -0.25 Ce -0.31 Pb -0.23 Mo -0.24 Mn -0.30 Bi -0.26
Sb -0.43 S -0.47 Au -0.46 La -0.32 Sr -0.46 As -0.26 Cd -0.35 Mo -0.33
W -0.52 Cu -0.62 Te -0.49 Bi -0.33 Ca -0.54 W -0.28 Ca -0.35 Re -0.36

TABLE 5.2: Table of scaled eigenvectors for PC1—PC10, calculated
from CLR transformed geochemical data (n = 2,726 samples). Values
range from 1 (perfect correlation) to -1 (perfect anticorrelation). Each
PC has been sorted individually, so that element associations appear

at the positive and negative ends of each PC.
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FIGURE 5.8: Results of PCA plotted in PC1-PC2-PC3 space. The three
PCs account for 51.2% of the variance. Axes have been rotated to best
illustrate clusters of eigenvectors. Plots of PC1 vs. PC2 and PC1 vs.
PC3 space are given in Appendix B. Principal Component Supple-

ment.
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5.6.2 Immobile Element Trends

Scatter diagrams were used to examine elements with a sympathetic relationship to
Zr (cf Piercey et al., 2002) by plotting Zr against Al, Ga, Hf, Nb, Sc, Ta, Th, V, Y,
Cr, and Ni. Zirconium vs. Hf produced the most linear trend (Figure 5.9A). These
elements were selected to provide the immobile element reference frame, used for

all mass balance calculations, as they have C̄◦i
C̄′i

proportions similar to those of Cr, La,

Ce, and Ga (Figure 5.10).
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FIGURE 5.9: Scatter plots to assess immobility of elements. A linear
trend between Zr and another element (e.g., Hf) suggests similar pro-
portions between the elements across variably altered and weathered
samples. Samples identified as subunits PB1—PB4 are shown. The
elements Sc and Ti are typically considered to be immobile but here
do not exhibit a strong linear correlation with Zr. Potassium is an

example of a fluid-mobile element.
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FIGURE 5.10: Example plots to assist the selection of immobile el-
ement reference frame, after Ague and van Haren (1996). Element

ratios C̄◦i
C̄′i

are plotted as histograms (A) and logged box-and-whisker

plots (B) to visually select likely immobile elements with similar iso-
con slopes (i.e., ratios). Data shown here represent the Na-K alteration

trend in subunit PB3. Error bars are 95% confidence limits.
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5.6.3 Alteration and Weathering Discrimination

The alkali index (molar Na/Al and K/Al) shows that the highest Au grade samples
cluster along the albite-muscovite tie line (Figure 5.6A); samples associated with this
trend were tagged to represent the altered end-member for mass balance study. Ex-
isting work in the St Ives region, which predates the discovery of Hamlet, suggests
that unaltered mafic rocks (including, but not limited to the Paringa Basalt) have al-
kali index ranges of 0≤K/Al≤ 0.07 and 0.2≤Na/Al≤ 0.4. (Prendergast, 2007). We
instead selected least-altered boundaries of 0.02 ≤ K/Al ≤ 0.06 and 0.175 ≤ Na/Al
≤ 0.275, which represent the highest point density for unmineralised samples not
occurring within the envelope of the Hamlet Shear Zone (Figure 5.6A).

Weathering of mafic igneous rocks examined on a ternary plot of Al2O3-CaO-K2O
(Nesbitt and Young, 1984), and threshold values of Al2O3/CaO = 0.5 and CaO/K2O
= 0.9 were used to isolate least-weathered samples (Figure 5.6B). Bounds for both
plots were selected based on the highest point density of samples logged to be least-
altered and least-weathered. A second filtering to exclude weathered samples was
then done. Spatial examination of PC5 and PC6 (Table 5.2) indicate incipient weath-
ering correlated with PC5 ≥ 1 and PC6 ≥ 1. Samples with these values tended to
be close to surface, with horizonal continuity, and were omitted from further exami-
nation. The resulting number of least-altered and altered sample pairs for PB1 (nine
and 30), PB2 (124 and 22), PB3 (141 and 83), and PB4 (31 and 89) exceed the num-
ber of pairs demonstrated for bootstrapped mass balance estimations in the original
study (seven least-altered samples and six altered samples; Ague and van Haren,
1996).

5.6.4 Mass Balance

A reference frame defined by Zr and Hf was used for mass balance calculations,
for all subunits (Figure 5.10). The bootstrapped GMBE reference frame values for
subunits were each less than one: PB1 = 0.77; PB2 = 0.77; PB3 = 0.99; and PB4 = 0.9.
Total mass loss estimates for the subunits are: PB1 = -23%; PB2 = -22%, PB3 = -1%;
and PB4 = -10%.

Mass balance estimates for representative alteration subdomains are presented in
Figure 5.11 and Table 5.3. Results indicate that Ba, Bi, Cs, K, Na, Rb and Tl are
enriched in samples along the Na-K alteration trend, for all subunits. Mass addition
for strongly added elements is on the order of hundreds of percent (Table 5.3). Note
that elements that tend to have very low or LOD values in protolith samples (e.g.,
Au, Te, and S) yield erroneously high results. Calcium, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Ge, Mg,
Mn, Sc, Sb, Y, and Zn appear in the depleted region of the mass balance plots for all
subunits. Mass depletion for strongly removed elements is about 40-60% (Table 5.3).

A sample-by-sample comparison of original data versus mass balance values is pre-
sented in Figure 5.12. Original concentration data (ppm) are plotted against de-
rived mass balance values (%) as probability–probability (P–P) plots. Raw data have
been sorted in ascending order and represent the independent variable and expected
probability distribution of samples. Mass balance values on the dependent axis are
plotted by corresponding sample number. Deviations from a straight-line linear
trend indicates that the mass balance function is not providing a linear rescaling
of the original concentration data.
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FIGURE 5.11: Mass balance estimates for Na-K altered samples across
PB1-PB4. Confidence limits are to 95%. Mean estimate values for each
element are given in Table 5.3. Elements with confidence limits span-
ning zero mass change indicate either high heterogeneity in the pro-
tolith or altered sample sets, or minor variation between these sample

sets.
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PB1 PB2 PB3 PB4
Mean 5% Conf. 95% Conf. Mean 5% Conf. 95% Conf. Mean 5% Conf. 95% Conf. Mean 5% Conf. 95% Conf.

Au 3352 583 16864 Au 3704 1121 11870 Au 138962 86538 218582 Au 61418 32847 111047
K 269 153 422 Te 664 297 1376 Te 1298 1031 1619 Te 944 720 1209
Te 255 88 584 Tl 314 257 373 S 516 381 669 S 479 376 607
Tl 237 110 425 K 235 190 283 W 498 394 622 W 330 250 431
W 230 58 529 Ba 203 144 276 Bi 379 293 477 Bi 302 228 402
Ba 227 123 370 Rb 195 151 243 Tl 327 279 380 K 198 167 231
Cs 199 99 365 Bi 182 70 399 K 324 285 361 Tl 198 157 246
Rb 193 99 332 Cs 169 118 237 Rb 239 204 273 Ag 175 118 251
S 172 7 623 S 155 51 317 Ag 190 148 239 Rb 134 105 166
As 142 -3 551 W 148 60 283 Cs 163 131 199 Cs 109 71 156
Sr 94 37 193 Be 70 47 95 Ba 145 122 169 Na 88 75 103
Bi 75 6 202 Li 66 44 94 Be 80 67 94 Ba 88 61 120
Mo 64 -2 166 As 60 -7 179 Li 77 60 96 Li 61 39 85
Na 49 8 84 Mo 56 13 121 Na 67 55 79 Sr 54 36 77
Be 34 -12 93 Na 43 29 61 Mo 53 29 84 Be 47 33 62
Pb 18 -15 62 Cr 27 16 40 Cr 49 43 55 Se 9 -5 26
Sn 8 -11 31 Ag 22 -20 82 As 48 3 113 Ga 2 -3 7
Li 7 -16 35 Sr 13 -9 41 Sr 42 32 52 Ce -1 -12 12
Ga 1 -13 19 Ni 4 -8 16 Se 21 10 33 La -2 -12 10
Ce 0 -25 39 Sn -2 -13 11 Ga 14 10 18 Cr -2 -14 8
U -2 -22 25 Ga -6 -11 2 Ni 13 9 17 Mo -3 -19 16
La -3 -25 32 Se -9 -20 4 Re 11 1 22 As -5 -42 59
Th -5 -27 25 Pb -11 -24 5 Sn 5 -1 12 U -8 -15 1
Al -6 -20 11 Zn -14 -24 -3 Cu 3 -10 17 Re -9 -22 5
V -8 -32 27 Ce -15 -30 6 Cd -2 -14 10 Cd -9 -19 4
Cr -9 -25 12 Re -15 -29 2 Al -6 -9 -3 Th -10 -17 -1
Re -11 -35 26 La -17 -32 5 Co -7 -10 -3 Sn -10 -17 -2
Se -14 -30 9 In -18 -27 -10 V -8 -13 -3 Al -12 -15 -8
Ti -17 -37 5 Ge -18 -28 -6 U -10 -16 -4 Pb -13 -22 -2
Ag -17 -47 27 U -19 -34 -1 La -10 -16 -3 Cu -17 -29 -5
In -17 -34 4 V -20 -30 -10 Ce -10 -16 -3 Ni -18 -30 -10
Ta -20 -36 3 Al -21 -26 -14 Mg -11 -15 -7 Ca -21 -25 -18
Nb -22 -41 2 Th -24 -41 -7 Mn -12 -15 -9 Zn -23 -29 -15
Ge -24 -40 -1 Co -25 -32 -19 Zn -12 -17 -5 Ti -24 -27 -20
Sc -25 -40 -4 Ti -26 -34 -18 Sc -12 -16 -7 Mn -25 -28 -21
Co -26 -35 -16 Nb -28 -36 -19 In -12 -17 -7 Nb -25 -30 -19
P -30 -50 3 P -30 -49 -6 Fe -13 -16 -11 Ta -26 -31 -20
Ni -31 -45 -16 Sc -30 -38 -20 Ti -13 -17 -10 Fe -27 -30 -24
Y -34 -47 -18 Ta -31 -39 -21 Pb -14 -21 -6 In -28 -33 -21
Fe -35 -44 -25 Mg -32 -40 -25 Ca -14 -18 -10 P -30 -43 -15
Sb -37 -54 -14 Mn -32 -37 -26 Th -15 -20 -9 Co -30 -34 -26
Cd -40 -58 -11 Cd -32 -50 -10 Nb -18 -22 -14 Mg -30 -32 -27
Zn -40 -52 -24 Fe -32 -37 -27 Ge -18 -24 -12 Ge -34 -43 -23
Mn -41 -52 -28 Ca -41 -48 -35 Ta -19 -23 -15 Y -35 -38 -32
Cu -42 -66 -2 Y -42 -47 -37 Y -27 -31 -23 Sc -35 -39 -30
Ca -43 -53 -33 Sb -45 -58 -27 P -44 -52 -34 V -38 -43 -33
Mg -45 -58 -31 Cu -46 -59 -31 Sb -52 -58 -45 Sb -56 -63 -48

TABLE 5.3: Average mass balance estimates for samples within the
Na-K alteration trend. High and low confidence limits (5% and 95%)

are also given.
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FIGURE 5.12: Comparison of geochemical values: ppm vs. % mass
change. A 1:1 linear relationship between original and derived data
would signify perfect correlation between datasets. Points are plotted
by Sample ID. Number of sample points per subunit are PB1: n=433,

PB2: n=930, PB3: n=931, and PB4: n=432.
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Mass change estimates are calculated for each original sample of Paringa Basalt us-
ing results from the AML′ of corresponding subunits. Results are shown on long-
sections for a selection of these elements in Figure 5.13. Potassium (Figure 5.13A)
suggests multiple orientations for element enrichment defined by smaller clusters
of values with ranges up to about 300 m within the shear plane. Sodium (Figure
5.13B) shows strongest addition values forming a zone which plunges towards the
south-southeast. Calcium (Figure 5.13C) depletion appears to correlate to zones of K
and Na enrichment. Bismuth (Figure 5.13D), like K, displays multiple orientations
at short range (less than about 300 m).
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FIGURE 5.13: Long-sections of the Hamlet shear, looking west. The
section is inclined, dipping 32◦ towards 279◦, to best orient the Ham-
let shear plane parallel to the page. Clipping is mp 25 m about the
section plane. Mass balance contours are projected to that plane. Ap-
proximate upper and lower quartiles of mass balance values used
to represent ‘strong’ enrichment or depletion, respectively; cut off
thresholds and interpolation parameters are given in Appendix D.
Interpolation Parameters. Subunit boundaries are shown as dashed

lines
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5.7 Discussion

Paringa Basalt samples can be split into six geochemical groups based on PC eigen-
vector magnitude and direction (Figure 5.8). These groups are categorised by elec-
trochemical character and geological observation of the case study area as: (1) el-
ements that are typically immobile; (2) elements generally associated with mafic
rocks; (3) elements related to K alteration; (4) elements related to Na alteration; (5)
chalcophile elements; and (6) elements strongly associated with Au mineralisation.
These groups provide an initial understanding of Paringa Basalt geochemistry at
Hamlet, as a basis for mass balance calculations and the interpretation of results.

5.7.1 Discrimination of Paringa Basalt Subunits

The Paringa Basalt is fractionated from stratigraphic base to top (Barnes et al., 2012;
Walshe et al., 2014), and so must be separated into more geochemically similar sub-
units to inform mass balance calculations. Elements traditionally used for mafic
volcanic rock discrimination include Ti, Zr, Y, Nb, Ce, Ga, and Sc (Cann, 1970; Floyd
and Winchester, 1978; Pearce, 1996). However, their use in discriminating Paringa
Basalt subunits is nominal because they are not significantly partitioned between
the subunits. Previous workers in the Hamlet area used Th-Cr-Ti ternary discrimi-
nation plots to separate Paringa Basalt subunits (Walshe et al., 2014), although the
Th and Ti axes do not influence the thresholds used (i.e., only Cr separates the re-
spective subunits). However, a probability plot of CLR transformed Cr (or Ni) al-
lows a straightforward alternative separation of four Paringa Basalt subunits, with
Cr content decreasing from north to south (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). The distribution
of the subunits compares favourably to previously mapped bedrock geology, where
subunits of Paringa Basalt are folded about the Durkin Anticline (Figure 1).

5.7.2 Fractionation Trends of Immobile Elements

The classically immobile elements Al, Ce, Ga, Hf, La, Nb, P, Sc, Ta, Th, Ti, V, Y, and
Zr (e.g., Pearce and Cann, 1973; Wood, 1980; MacLean, 1990; Jenner, 1996; Rollinson,
2014) group together in PC space of the Hamlet data, indicating a high degree of
correlation between these elements despite overprinting alteration and weathering
(Table 5.2 and Figure 5.8). Except for Hf, these elements do not exhibit a strong
linear correlation with Zr (e.g., Figure 5.9). While Zr and Hf are also the most evenly
distributed across the case study area (Figure 5.4) other immobile elements vary in
concentration from north to south. The strong linear correlation between Zr and Hf
(Figure 5.9) may suggest a similar magmatic fractionation history, and/or a mutual
host phase such as zircon.

Concentration ratio plots for immobile elements produce C̄◦i
C̄′i

ratios around the GMBE,

as expected (Figure 5.10A and Figure 5.10B). This is because ratios should be like
those of Zr and Hf, which define the immobile reference frame. However, there is
a progression of values defined by the immobile elements, creating a slope of es-
timates which influence mass balance results. This gradation could indicate either
element mobility during alteration or variation within subunits (e.g., due to frac-
tionation). As previously described, the Paringa Basalt is chemically fractionated
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(Barnes et al., 2012; Walshe et al., 2014), so mass change estimates for immobile el-
ements are spurious, a result of primary gradational chemical composition of the
basaltic sequence. Therefore, the gradation of mass balance estimates, and corre-
sponding slope on Figure 5.11, is interpreted to represent fractionation of immobile
elements in basalt host rocks, rather than an alteration effect.

5.7.3 Geochemical Changes Associated with Au Mineralisation

Previous element mobility studies were undertaken for mafic rocks near Hamlet,
in the attempt to understand the implications of element mobility for Au explo-
ration. These studies either infer mass change using univariate concentration data
(Eilu and Mikucki, 1996; Walshe et al., 2003), or relative mass change using ratios
of univariate data (Prendergast, 2007). Univariate studies suffer from closure issues,
ignoring apparent enrichment/depletion for elements of interest that relate to mo-
bility of other elements. These studies also do not normalise values by rock type,
and instead present ranges where upper and lower values are inferred to represent
enrichment or depletion, respectively. While studies using element-ratios are not
subject to problems related to either closure and normalisation to rock type, they
can only present relative enrichment or depletion as unitless values. They also do
not consider the heterogeneity of alteration domains or any statistical confidence for
interpreted enrichment or depletion of key elements.

To illustrate that mass balance results provide new information, rather than rescal-
ing raw compositional data, Figure 5.12 shows P–P plots of original sample values
versus computed mass change, per sample. Plotted points follow a linear trend, gen-
erally indicating that high values in raw data also indicate mass addition, and low
raw values indicate mass loss. However, plotted samples are scattered, indicating a
non-linear correlation between original concentration and calculated mass change.
The P–P plot of K (Figure 5.12) exhibits four separate trends, in order of increas-
ing slope, for PB1—PB4. This relationship helps to illustrate an advantage to using
rock-normalised mass balance results over compositionally-closed univariate data:
calculated K addition is lower for PB1 on average than for PB4, considering identical
K ppm values. The P–P plot for Na (Figure 5.12) shows two trends for at least PB1
and PB3. This is interpreted to represent two distinct domains of Na mass change.
P–P plots for Ca and Bi (Figure 5.12) exhibit considerable overlap, suggesting similar
mass balance domains present for both elements.

The total mass change is negative, given GMBE values < 1. Mass change estimates
(PB1 = -23%; PB2 = -22%, PB3 = -1%; and PB4 = -10%) are inversely proportional to
the magnitude of Au, S, and Te enrichment (Table 5.3. Table 4 gives element mass
change estimates extracted from Table 5.3, for samples along the Au mineralisation-
related albite-muscovite tie-line (Figure 5.6). These values are selected because con-
fidence limits do not span 0% mass change in any subunit, i.e., they are reliable
average estimates. The elements associated with mafic rocks (group 1 from PCA;
Figure 5.8) include Ca, Co, Fe, Ge, Mg, Mn, and Zn, and are consistently depleted
in the Au mineralised and altered rocks. The elements Sc and Y (group 2 from PCA;
Figure 5.8) provide erroneous results of depletion. This is interpreted as related to
fractionation of the Paringa Basalt, as discussed above, and are not discussed further.
The elements associated with potassic alteration are Ba, Cs, K, Rb, Tl (group 3 from
PCA; Figure 5.8) and are consistently enriched. Sodic alteration (group 4 from PCA;
Figure 5.8) is represented only by Na in Table 5.4, which is enriched. Confidence
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limits which span 0% for Sr (in PB2; Table 5.3) and Be (in PB1; Table 5.3) indicate
these elements were omitted as they do not provide reliable average estimates in the
sodic group. This effect is interpreted as related to heterogeneity of samples chosen
to represent respective protolith sample suites and could possibly be resolved if new
suites of protolith samples were selected.

The chalcophile elements (group 5 from PCA; Figure 5.8) shown in Table 5.4 are Bi
and W (enriched) and Sb (depleted). Finally, elements associated with Au miner-
alisation (group 5 from PCA; Figure 5.8) are Au, S, and Te. These three elements
are significantly enriched, although numerical estimates are erroneous as respective
concentrations are below detection in protolith samples. The values are included
mainly to represent noteworthy addition.

Orogenic Au literature describes the typical mineralisation-associated metasomatic
enrichment of Tl, S, Ag, (+/- As, Sb, W, Te, Se, Mo, Bi, and B; McCuaig and Kerrich,
1998; Eilu and Groves, 2001). In general, this is consistent with Hamlet (Table 5.3),
except in the case of As. The heterogeneity of As is high enough in all subdomains
that reliable mass balance estimates cannot be produced, i.e., estimates have high
associated uncertainty (Figure 5.11). We note that while our low calculated deple-
tion of Sb is not typical for orogenic deposit alteration zones, decoupling between Bi
and Sb is described for the nearby Athena deposit (Walshe et al., 2014). Arsenic and
Sb enrichment zones in orogenic Au deposits are have been associated with pyrite –
pyrrhotite alteration mineral assemblages (reduced), whereas Bi and Mo enrichment
zones are associated with an assemblage of pyrite – magnetite (oxidised; Neumayr,
2008). Pyrite and pyrrhotite are two hallmark sulphides in the Au mineralised Ham-
let Shear Zone (Figure 5.3), while magnetite is rare (Walshe et al., 2003; Walshe et al.,
2014). We therefore interpret the observed alteration mineral phases, in conjunction
with Sb depletion and Bi addition, to indicate a reduced Au mineralisation event at
Hamlet.
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Group Association Element PB1 PB2 PB3 PB4
1 Mafic Ca -43 -41 -14 -21
1 Mafic Co -26 -25 -7 -30
1 Mafic Fe -35 -32 -13 -27
1 Mafic Ge -24 -18 -18 -34
1 Mafic Mg -45 -32 -11 -30
1 Mafic Mn -41 -32 -12 -25
1 Mafic Zn -40 -14 -12 -23

2 Immobile Sc -25 -30 -12 -35
2 Immobile Y -34 -42 -27 -35

3 Potassic Ba 227 203 145 88
3 Potassic Cs 199 169 163 109
3 Potassic K 269 235 324 198
3 Potassic Rb 193 195 239 134
3 Potassic Tl 237 314 327 198

4 Sodic Na 49 43 67 88

5 Chalcophile Bi 75 182 379 302
5 Chalcophile Sb -37 -45 -52 -56
5 Chalcophile W 230 148 498 330

6 Gold Au 3352 3704 138962 61418
6 Gold S 172 155 516 479
6 Gold Te 255 664 1298 944

TABLE 5.4: Mass balance estimates for elements where confidence
limits do not span 0%. Samples are from Au mineralised and altered
domains of the Hamlet orebody, across the four Paringa Basalt sub-
units (PB1—PB4). Data are extracted from Table 5.3. Labels (1. Mafic;
2. Immobile; 3. Potassic; 4. Sodic; 5. Chalcophile; and 6. Gold) relate
to covariance of elements indicated by PCA (Figure 5.8). Immobile el-
ement results are erroneous and interpreted as related to fractionation
of the Paringa Basalt. Gold results (also in italics) are erroneous and
extremely high because the concentration of this element in protolith

samples is below detection.
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5.7.4 Permeability Networks from Mass Balance Estimates

Mass balance trends for key elements K, Na, Ca, and Bi are presented on long sec-
tions in Figure 5.13. Potassium and Na are typically associated with minerals which
are spatially coincident with orogenic Au mineralisation (Groves, 1993). Sodium and
K are broadly enriched at Hamlet (Figure 5.11; Table 5.4). Metasomatism during the
development of orogenic shear zones has been shown to involve the hydrolysis of
feldspar (McCuaig and Kerrich, 1998), interpreted to be expressed at Hamlet as the
potassic group (additions of K, Rb, Ba, Cs and Tl) and sodic group (addition of Na).
Respectively this corresponds to pervasive biotite developed as an envelope within
the shear zone, and to albite associated with local pervasive alteration, veining, and
breccia infill.

There are numerous associations between Na, K, and Au-bearing fluids in orogenic
Au deposits, including mafic-hosted examples in the Yilgarn (Ames et al., 1991; Eilu
and Mikucki, 1996; Groves et al., 1998; McCuaig and Kerrich, 1998; Nguyen et al.,
1998; Knight et al., 2000 ; Eilu and Groves, 2001). The presence of biotite is impor-
tant, as fluid-driven mica formation promotes ductile deformation and permeability
enhancement of Au-hosting shear zones (Dipple and Ferry, 1992). The regions in-
terpreted to represent enhanced ductile deformation zones are given by enrichment
shown in Figure 5.13A.

Given that albite veining and breccia zones are observed to overprint biotite-altered
Paringa Basalt (Figure 5.3), we interpret sodic alteration (i.e., Na enrichment; Figure
5.13B) to overprint potassic alteration (i.e., K enrichment; Figure 5.13A). This impor-
tant relationship represents the facilitation of failure mode transition from ductile to
brittle failure, with consequent implications for the nature of fluid flow paths. Al-
bite thus provides a mineralogical control on fault-valve style mineralisation, which
has been previously described for other Au deposits in the St Ives camp (Sibson,
1987; Nguyen et al., 1998; Cox, 2005). The pathway of albitisation is interpreted as
coincident with Na-enrichment zones (Figure 5.13B).

Calcium represents a major mafic-associated element, related to plagioclase in pro-
tolith rocks, which is consistently depleted across all subunits. Because Ca is a likely
substituted for by K or Na during alteration, we interpret the pattern shown in Fig-
ure 5.13C to be the inverse of potassic and sodium enrichments. Mapping Ca is
thus less useful for understanding pathways of unique metasomatic changes, but
potentially represents a general fluid flow network.

Finally, Bi (Figure 5.13D) is included as a chalcophile element described in the litera-
ture as forming a halo around many orogenic Au deposits (Groves, 1993). Geochem-
ically, Bi is the closest chalcophile element to Au, S, and Te in PC space at Hamlet
(Figure 5.8). This relationship compliments literature which describes Bi as occur-
ring in bismuth-tellurides associated with Au (Ciobanu et al., 2005; Goldfarb et al.,
2005; Tooth et al., 2011)

5.7.5 Mass Balance Models as a Proxy for Au Mineralisation

Figure 5.14 presents mass balance data for Bi in 3-D. While contoured regions are
used to interpret spatial continuity orientations of Bi mass balance in Figure 5.13D,
individual points are used in Figure 5.14 to provide an interpretation of possible
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fluid flow network segments. The trend-plunge of segments are constrained by geo-
statistical interpolation around Bi enrichment (parameters are given in Appendix
D. Interpolation Parameters). These interpolated wireframes of Bi addition are co-
incident with zones of Au mineralisation given by block model estimation (Figure
5.14).

Four trends of Bi addition are interpreted using strongest Bi addition: steeply dip-
ping plunges to the northeast and south-southeast, and shallowly dipping plunges
to the north-northeast and southeast (Figure 5.14). The geometry of these trends sug-
gests the type of spatial repetition that might be present as a fluid flow mesh across
the shear zone, similar to that described as occurring orogenic shear systems (Sibson,
1996; Cox, 2005). Mass balance models provide normalised evidence for geochemi-
cal continuity across a shear zone. In the case of Bi (Figure 5.13D and Figure 5.14),
enrichment zones may represent a separate, complimentary dataset to that of Au
from fire assay, i.e., what is used for conventional variography and block modeling.
Because geochemical data has a lower mathematical nugget (i.e., values are more
consistent along trends, Hill et al., 2014a; 2014c; 2014b), other elements may be more
effective at mapping the distribution of the mineralisation than Au itself. At mini-
mum, Bi mass balance results at Hamlet provide a practical independent dataset to
corroborate Au trends.
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FIGURE 5.14: A constrained geometric interpretation for Bi mass bal-
ance results. The inclined long section dips 32◦ towards 279◦, approx-
imately co-planar to the Hamlet shear. Clipping is mp 50 m across the
long-section plane. Bismuth mass addition trends are given, based on
wireframes interpolated around the highest mass balance values (see
Appendix D. Interpolation Parameters) and the visual assessment of
linear continuity using 3-D plots (after Cowan, 2014) for mass addi-
tion ≥ 80%. Apparent trends include steeply plunging orientations
to the north (blue) and south (yellow), and gently plunging orienta-
tions towards the north (purple) and south (green). Estimated aver-
age lineations are labelled as trend-plunge. Ore blocks (light grey)
are filtered to ≥ 1 g/t, and clipped to the section plane, to provide an
indication of mineralisation geometry from fire assay data. Coloured
data points represent Bi mass balance results calculated from whole

rock geochemical assays.
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5.8 Conclusions

Our study improves the geochemical understanding of element mobility in shear-
associated, greenstone-hosted orogenic Au deposits by presenting statistically-robust
mass balance estimates for the Au-mineralised Hamlet Shear Zone, using a method
that addresses the compositional heterogeneity of protolith and altered rocks. Prin-
cipal components analysis is first used to show covarying elements and six groups
of elements are identified: (1) relatively immobile elements: Zr and Hf provide the
appropriate reference frame for mass balance calculations; (2) elements associated
with mafic rocks, like Ca, Fe, Mg, and Cr; (3) elements related to potassic alteration:
Ba, Cs, K, Rb, and Tl enrichment; (4) elements related to sodic alteration: Be, Na, and
Sr enrichment; (5) chalcophile elements, including Bi and Sb; and (6) Au, Te, and S
representing Au-mineralisation.

Mass balance confidence limits of 95% are used to discriminate elements with esti-
mates that differ from zero at a statistically significant level, i.e., with mass changes
above a minimum detectable amount. Mass balance estimates associated with Au
mineralisation across four subunits of Paringa Basalt are similar, with up to 24% to-
tal rock mass loss. Estimates for the statistically-reliable potassic and sodic group
elements indicate enrichment in the mineralised zones, likely at the expense of ele-
ments with a mafic-association. The decoupling of Bi (enriched) and Sb (depleted),
along with observed pyrite and pyrrhotite in mineralised rocks, is consistent with
Au mineralisation by a reduced fluid. These results are comparable to other Ar-
chaean greenstone-hosted Au deposits of the Yilgarn.

Using K, Na, Ca, and Bi, spatial mass balance models are made for the Hamlet Shear
Zone and the resulting geometry is suggestive of fluid-flow zones with conjugate
pathways. Potassium enrichment is interpreted to represent zones of biotite devel-
opment, and Na to represent albitisation. Calcium depletion best represents overall
fluid pathways (feldspar-destructive alteration), and Bi addition provides a spatial
proxy for Au mineralisation (likely Bi-tellurides). Considered as network members
represented in 3-D, results provide a valuable geochemical representation of meta-
somatism associated with fluid-focusing structures in an orogenic Au deposit and
corroborate the roles of K (for biotite-related strain softening) and Na (for albite-
related failure-mode transition) and support the orogenic Au fault-valve minerali-
sation model.
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Chapter 6

Synthesis and Discussion

6.1 Overview

This thesis has explored and detailed the application of ML for pattern recognition
in the context of mineral exploration and mining. Three case studies include the
use of clustering, classification, and statistical modelling to produce maps, cross
sections, and 3-D models of bedrock lithology or metasomatised rock, using mul-
tivariate datasets. In each case, results add value when interpreted by a domain
expert: an economic geologist. The combination of domain knowledge and automa-
tion represents a powerful approach for interpreting the geological framework of an
area during mineral exploration (Figure 6.1). However, with ease and utility of ML
comes responsibility. This chapter synthesises and discusses research results and
then considers related opportunities and challenges.

FIGURE 6.1: Thesis results, as related to the theoretical and empirical
paradigms of mineral deposit discovery presented in Figure 2.3.

The three core thesis chapters, each published or under review in peer-reviewed
journals, describe how the above stated goals were met. Each chapter integrates
ML into a work flow to accomplish interpretive tasks, including: (i) regional-scale
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bedrock mapping (Chapter 3)1; (ii) lithological cross sections (Chapter 4)2; and (iii)
3-D alteration domains (Chapter 5)3. Key findings include:

1. Geoscience data available for mapping lithology, regolith, and altered rocks
is fraught with variable levels of uncertainty, in terms of training data and
training labels (Cracknell and Reading, 2013 ; Cracknell et al., 2014; Talebi et
al., 2018). This can be addressed by applying domain knowledge before ML,
and towards ML-assisted interpretations,

2. Feature selection and construction can, and should, be undertaken to max-
imise relevant signals (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Leather et al., 2009). This
can be addressed by a combination of MLA feature ranking and assessment by
a domain expert,

3. Processing and analysing large geochemical datasets to understand mineral
deposits using ML requires understandings of rock type and alteration at mul-
tiple scales, and in three dimensions, which is most effectively underpinned
by domain expertise, and

4. Although ML techniques have been applied successfully to mineral explo-
ration for over four decades (Duda et al., 1979; McCammon et al., 1983; Singer
and Kouda, 1988; Agterberg, 1989), they have not been used by economic geol-
ogists in industry on a regular basis. However, with increasing familiarity and
accessibility, ML will likely become ubiquitous applied to mineral exploration
and mining efforts.

These findings are demonstrated and discussed within the core thesis chapters and
are discussed below. An advantage to the application of ML as described is that it
places an emphasis on geological observations, and then moves towards interpreting
the results (as per Figure 6.1). This approach avoids preemptive reliance on miner-
alisation models. The techniques described are intended to not be prescriptive, and
rather to be considered adaptable to typical mineral exploration efforts.

1Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., Reading, A.M., in review. Improving supervised classifica-
tion of bedrock in areas of transported overburden: Application of domain knowledge at Kerkasha, Eritrea. The
Journal of Applied Computing and Geosciences.

2Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., 2018. Linking Protolith Rocks to Altered Equivalents by
Combining Unsupervised and Supervised Machine Learning. Journal of Geochemical Exploration, 186,
270-280.

3Hood, S.B., Cracknell, M.J., Gazley, M.F., Reading, A.M., 2019. Element mobility and spatial zonation
associated with the Hamlet orogenic gold deposit, Western Australia: Implications for fluid pathways in shear
zones. Chemical Geology, 514, 10-26.
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6.2 Major Contributions

Chapter 3 demonstrated that RF-bedrock map predictions are improved through
judicious feature selection by a domain expert, assessed using both subjective quan-
titative criteria. Remote sensing data across the case study area was used in conjunc-
tion with a historic map to predict bedrock under transported regolith. Results were
presented as plan maps, showing changes to predicted lithology at a regional scale
(∼40 km x 30 km map area) as different features were selected to inform RF classi-
fication. Random Forests was selected as a supervised classification algorithm due
to its success and utility in solving geological problems (Carranza, 2002; Cracknell
and Reading, 2014; Carranza and Laborte, 2015; Kuhn et al., 2016, 2018; Ordóñez-
Calderón and Gelcich, 2018). To consider the variability of signal source from mul-
tiple data inputs, RF results were presented alongside maps of entropy representing
class membership uncertainty. This work demonstrates an example where feature
subsets yield different lithology distributions, but where several results are geolog-
ically valid. A key finding is that during remote-sensing feature selection, for RF
bedrock prediction, multiple feature subsets should be trialed and assessed by the
domain expert, as feature ranking and typical cross validation scoring does not de-
scribe the characteristics of RF bedrock maps that experts use to assess their quality.

In Chapter 4, feature selection and pre-processing of geochemical data were inves-
tigated and compared as part of a work flow that combines clustering and classifi-
cation. This case study was carried out at the Minto Cu-Au-Ag deposit in Canada.
The final classified data from the case study area were represented in 2-D, as a cross-
section, to show the distribution of rock types at mine scale (a ∼375 m wide and 225
m high cross section). It can be difficult, or impossible, to visually determine original
rock types for samples that are significantly metasomatised, e.g., when rocks have
experienced texturally destructive geochemical alteration or deformation. In this
case study, drill hole geochemical assay data were used to represent lithological do-
mains where strong alteration and deformation cross-cut protolith rocks, obscuring
primary geology.

A conventional solution to this problem uses geochemical discrimination plots of
immobile elements to separate and label chemically distinct rocks (Pearce and Cann,
1973; Winchester and Floyd, 1976; Winchester and Floyd, 1977; Pearce et al., 1984;
Pearce, 1996). However, visual grouping of samples is subjective and does not nor-
mally consider all available chemical features. This chapter instead demonstrated k-
means++ unsupervised clustering to create objective and reproducible groupings of
data points, with available geochemical variables considered simultaneously. Subse-
quently, RF supervised classification was used to label samples while accommodat-
ing interactions and correlations between data points. Results indicate that compo-
sitional geochemical data are not appropriate for relating altered rocks to protolith
equivalents when using a work flow of clustering followed by classification. This is
due to the mathematical constraints on fixed-sum data, e.g., geochemical data pre-
sented in ppm, weight percent, or similar. Instead, these data must be transformed
before use. Alternatively, specialised ML which use a distance metric appropriate
to compositional data could be applied (Aitchison, 1982; Egozcue et al., 2003; Templ
et al., 2008; Pawlowsky-Glahn and Buccianti, 2011; Palarea-Albaladejo et al., 2012;
Yang et al., 2019).

Chapter 5 presents a partially automated approach to quantify chemical element
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changes related to metasomatised rock. Principal components analysis (PCA) un-
supervised clustering is first used to examine covarying elements. Five groups of
elements were identified: (1) relatively immobile elements that vary between basalt
subunits; (2) potassic alteration; (3) sodic alteration; (4) chalcophile elements; and (5)
Au, Te, and S representing a main Au-mineralising event. The first group was used
to inform a geochemical baseline of immobile elements from which to calculate el-
ement addition and depletion during K and Na metasomatism coincident with Au
mineralisation.

An adaption of the mass-balance algorithm of Ague and van Haren (1996) was used
to produce the addition and depletion estimates for elements examined during PCA
analysis. The variability of mass balance estimates was assessed using 95% confi-
dence limits, to determine whether values differ from zero at a statistically signif-
icant level. The minimum detectable amounts of mass change for the case study
system were then tabulated, and reliable elements were plotted in 3-D over the min-
ing area (∼2 km x 2 km in surface expression, extending ∼1.5 km deep).

Mass balance results include quantified geochemical mass change along with a 3-
D spatial representation calculated using individual sample data. The patterns of
enrichment and depletion of elements, and mass loss and gain, are complex and
not symmetrical. These oppositely-plunging trends overlap, representing a mesh-
like geometry of metasomatism within the plane of the shear zone. This approach
is valuable because it is appropriate for positively skewed chemical distributions,
common to geochemical assays (Aitchison, 1982; Reimann and Filzmoser, 2000; Filz-
moser et al., 2010). Results also include confidence limits for mass balance estimates,
reflecting the heterogeneity of rock composition. The technique also can be applied
to large numbers of geochemical samples.

Finally, each core chapter of this thesis deals with an aspect of confidence measures
for ML results. Chapter 3 considers class membership uncertainty for a supervised
learning results, Chapter 4 indicates that scoring metrics from cross validation are
comparable even when erroneous geochemical data are used as classification fea-
tures, and Chapter 5 provides a way to represent confidence of features used for a
statistical modelling task.

6.3 Machine-Assisted Mineral Exploration

In a theoretical approach to mineral exploration, model-driven ML studies are used
to identify prospective areas or produce mineral exploration targets from data (Abedi
et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2014; Carranza and Laborte, 2015; Gonbadi et
al., 2015; O’Brien et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2015; Granek, 2016; Zuo,
2017). Model-driven ML exploration should be treated with caution, as it may be
difficult to appropriately weigh input variables, or counter biased data or biased
assumptions. Minerals exploration and mining is based on considering conceptual
models for ore genesis, coupled with data collection through field mapping, mine
mapping, geophysical and geochemical surveys and mineralogical studies (Woodall,
1994). Computer assisted interpretations, integration of digital data, recognising and
understanding patterns in high dimensional data provide ways to reproduce subjec-
tive tasks performed by domain experts (Perrons and McAuley, 2015).
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In contrast, an empirical approach to mineral exploration begins with synthesising
observations and leads towards the production of a mineralisation model. How ML
can be integrated with this second approach has been the focus of this thesis and
case studies have been used to demonstrate ways that observations can be more
quickly synthesised into geological products that can be combined to inform a min-
eralisation model of a given area. Completely objective data collection may not exist
in mineral deposit exploration because all interpretations involve observational as-
sumptions and judgements of relevance based on experience (Lasky, 1948; Woodall,
1994). However, ML provides an opportunity for assessment of these data, at least,
to be objective and repeatable.

6.4 Future Work

Machine learning has already changed mineral exploration work flows; economic
geologists routinely combine AI techniques. Fuzzy logic, mathematical graph the-
ory, linear algebra, sophisticated database cross referencing, optical character recog-
nition and neural networks (Govindan and Shivaprasad, 1990; Page et al., 1999; Vin-
cent, 2007; Langville and Meyer, 2011; Tordable, 2012; Perrons and Hems, 2013): a
Google search for government, industry, and academic reports and data. This exam-
ple is not trivial; it is an example of The Curse of AI (McCorduck, 2004). The percep-
tion of AI constantly shifts as the technology matures (Laswell, 1989; McCorduck,
2004; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2019). However, recalling the definition of AI given in
Chapter 2, it is valuable to acknowledge that AI is progressively being integrated
into mineral exploration work flows, whether deliberately or without unawareness
by the end-user.

Machine learning has been successfully applied to mineral exploration for over four
decades. This has included theoretical (model-driven) prospectivity models and
the more basic products which form an empirical (observation-oriented) exploration
strategy (Duda et al., 1978; Fabbri and Kasvand, 1988; Carranza, 2011). The complex-
ity of learning computer system interfaces and programming languages has previ-
ously been considered a barrier for general uptake of ML by geoscientists (Fabbri
and Kasvand, 1988). However, clustering and classification are now well-studied
and readily available as open source or proprietary software packages and pro-
gramming libraries (Holmes et al., 1994; Berthold et al., 2009; Pedregosa et al., 2011;
Demsar et al., 2013); there are currently fewer barriers than ever before. This thesis
represents a snapshot in time, at which the subject matter represents the transition
from innovative technique (used by experts but generally inaccessible) to routine
tool (accessible to economic geologists who do not possess a background in ML).

6.4.1 Practical Challenges

A challenge for future workers in the field of machine-assisted mineral exploration
will be to quantify the uncertainty of source data, and to investigate ways to propa-
gate analytic and sampling errors to inform ML results. For example, merging error
propagation values with Shannon’s (1948) measures of entropy (see Chapter 2) or
measures of geochemical heterogeneity (see Chapter 4) will be a key advancement
to better quantify of risk related to geoscientific models informed using ML.
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A natural progression for machine-assisted mineral exploration will be to combine
the approaches of 2-D surficial mapping (Chapter 3), with 3-D modelling (Chapter
4) and normalised quantification of alteration effects (Chapter 5) to produce ore-
deposit block models. The framework of a 3-D deposit model allows comparison
of geological patterns at varying scales. In terms of metals mining and exploration,
block models are a spatial representation of data produced by geostatistical anal-
ysis of base data to extrapolate values between known points, and typically used
as decision-making products by engineers, mine-planners, and geologists. A block
model produced from derived data models will serve to query geological patterns
and their relationship to mineralisation. In the exploration case, the most useful
product of a statistical analysis is an estimate of the conditional probability that a
deposit occurs at some location within the region of interest, given the sum total of
exploration data relating to that location (Barnett and Williams, 2006).

6.4.2 Existential Challenges

Economic geologists may face future challenges to their roles as domain experts.
It has historically been more efficient to train an economic geologist to apply ML,
rather than to train a computer scientist in mineral exploration. Considering that
the early application of artificial intelligence to mineral exploration involved algo-
rithmic work flows created by geologists (Duda et al., 1978; Duda et al., 1979; Koch
and Papacharalampos, 1988; Singer and Kouda, 1988; Poyet, 1992; Strujkov et al.,
1999) and that ML solutions to individual mineral exploration and mining tasks
has improved vastly (e.g., Porwal, 2006; Porwal and Kreuzer, 2010; Carranza, 2011;
Cracknell et al., 2014) there may be a decreasing need for specialised domain experts
as this trend continues, but a greater number of generalists.

As research progresses, more components of geologists’ work flows will likely be
replaced by automated techniques. Geologists are fundamentally experts at pattern
recognition, with broad exposure to certain aspects of earth science. Time will tell
whether geologists follow the field of medicine in progressively automating pattern
recognition formerly done by domain experts (Kourou et al., 2015; Lynch and Liston,
2018; Summers, 2018; Yu et al., 2018); eroding the need for need for economic geolo-
gists as we understand them today, or at least allowing fewer people to process and
understand more data than ever before. A potential emerging niche will be for those
people who can communicate experts’ domain knowledge into mineral exploration
and mining focused ML.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis presents examples where ML has been incorporated into traditional min-
eral exploration and mining work flows. The techniques demonstrated in three case
study areas involved the application of clustering, classification, and statistical mod-
elling to mineral exploration and mining settings. These case studies represent ways
to produce spatial interpretations of lithology and metasomatism, products that pro-
vide fundamental geological understanding in a mineralised area.

By combining ML with domain expertise, mineral exploration and mining work-
ers can achieve objective and repeatable results, while retaining familiar traditional
work flows. Significant contributions from thesis relate to undertaking machine-
assisted interpretation of bedrock or metasomatism: (i) considerations for feature
construction, ranking and selection; (ii) provisos for selecting elements for cluster-
ing and classification; and (iii) a perspective on why ML approaches have not been
fully adopted for mineral exploration by domain experts, but why ML software mat-
uration likely means that this reluctance will end.

The Introduction chapter briefly presented expert systems as the first application of
AI for mineral deposit exploration. This approach represented sets of simple com-
puterised functions, usually if-then rule-sets, organised by domain experts into a
work flow. These systems were designed as a replacement for individual mineral ex-
ploration approaches. The research presented in this thesis represents a modification
of this attitude, preferring to retain domain expert work flows but improve pattern
recognition tasks by introducing ML. This modification is in keeping with the gen-
eral trend of computational mineral exploration. Development over the past four
decades has been for domain experts to progressively adopt more ML approaches
during mineral deposit research rather than create holistic AI systems. This ten-
dency is expected to continue, with more computational techniques continually be-
ing adopted, until the modifications to traditional approaches eventually produce a
work flow dominated by automated techniques.
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Appendix A

Data Information Supplement for
Chapter 3

ASTER multispectral reflectance data were included in the present study to repre-
sent surface composition. ASTER is often used to discriminate soil or regolith (Cu-
dahy, 2012; Cracknell et al., 2015; Hengl et al., 2015), although many studies have
demonstrated its utility to identify bedrock in arid environments, when outcrop or
in-situ regolith are exposed. Such work includes case studies in the Arabian-Nubian
shield (Rowan and Mars, 2003 ; Yamaguchi and Naito, 2003; Rowan et al., 2005 ;
Gad and Kusky, 2007 ; Qari et al., 2008; Amer et al., 2010 ; Beiranv and Hashim,
2011). ASTER data in the study (multispectral reflectance across 14 bands) were
obtained from two overlapping cloud-free scenes (taken August 2007) covering the
Kerkasha exploration license. ASTER imagery was processed from reflectance to ra-
diance (W/m2) in QGIS before undergoing a correction based on linear regression
of overlapping regions from different scenes to reduce boundary effects and then
combined into a mosaic. The mosaicked ASTER data were processed to generate
ASTER geoscience layers (Table 1), as described by Cudahy (2012).

VTEM geophysical data, magnetics, and radiometrics, were collected from 21 Jan-
uary 2011 to 18 February 2011, from a total of five 404.7 km flight path lines (Internal
Company Report, 2011). Data were reprocessed in 2018, generating nine magnetic
products and four radiometric products (Internal Company Report, 2018). Total
Magnetic Intensity (TMI) data were Reduced-to-Pole (RTP), and first and second
vertical derivatives then calculated (RTP1VD and RTP2VD). The vertical integral
of the analytical signal (ASVI) was computed from the analytical signal (AS). Other
airborne sensor data include radiometrics: potassium (K%), equivalent uranium (eU
ppm), equivalent thorium (eTh ppm), and total dose (nGy/h). Related features were
added to potentially assist the discrimination between fresh and weathered mafic
bedrock is assisted using K/eTh (Dauth, 1997) and fractionation zoning in felsic ig-
neous rocks using eU/eTh (Gabriel, 2007).
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Appendix B

Principal Component Supplement
for Chapter 3

Data tables and figures are attached as a digital appendix. Included are:

Table A1. PC loadings for trials I to IV, in Microsoft Excel format.

Table A2. Variance explained by PCs, for trial runs I to IV, in Microsoft Excel format.

Figures A1 — A23. Maps of PC values for trials I and II.

Figures A24 — A37. Maps of PC values for trial III.

Figures A37 — A44. Maps of PC values for trial IV.
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Appendix C

Classification Scoring for Chapter 3

Data tables are attached as a digital appendix. Included are:

Table B1. Precision, Recall and F1 scores for classes in each fold, per trials I to IV.

Table B2. Cross validations tables created during five folds cross validation for each
trial run I to IV.
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Appendix D

QAQC information for Chapter 5
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Elem. Limit # Below Subs. Elem. Limit # Below Subs.
Ag 0.1 150 0.005 Mo 0.1 7 0.025
Ag 1 2 0.005 Mo 0.05 4 0.025
Ag 0.01 152 0.005 Na 100 1 50
As 0.2 1208 0.1 Ni 0.2 8 0.1
As 5 26 0.1 Ni 1 1 0.1
As 1 58 0.1 P 20 3 10
Au 2000 1 null Pb 0.5 21 0.25
Au 0.02 68 0.0005 Pb 10 1 0.25
Au 0.001 67 0.0005 Pb 2 9 0.25
Au 0.002 9 0.0005 Rb 0.1 1 0.05
Au 0.01 2874 0.0005 Re 0.002 1928 0.001
Ba 10 28 5 S (pct) 0.001 1 0.0005
Be 0.05 7 0.025 S (pct) 0.01 124 0.0005
Bi 0.01 285 0.005 Sb 0.05 60 0.025
Cd 0.1 1 0.01 Se 1 311 0.5
Cd 0.02 154 0.01 Se 2 1 0.5
Cr 2 1 0.5 Se 0 46 null
Cr 1 17 0.5 Sn 0.2 2 0.1
Cs 0.005 1 0.0025 Ta 0.05 24 0.025
Cs 0.05 17 0.0025 Te 0.1 228 0.025
Cu 0.2 1 0.1 Te 0.05 4214 0.025
Cu 1 4 0.1 Th 0.2 17 0.1
Dy 0.05 1 0.025 Ti 50 1 25
Er 0.03 1 0.015 Tl 0.02 332 0.01
Eu 0.03 1 0.015 Tm null 2654 null
Gd 0.05 1 0.025 Tm 0.01 1 0.005
Ge 0.05 14 0.025 U 0.1 27 0.05
Hf 0.1 3 0.05 W 0.1 1 0.05
In 0.005 17 0.0025 Yb 0.03 1 0.015
K 100 8 50 Zn 2 1 1
Lu 0.01 1 0.005

TABLE D.2: Analytical detection limits for multielement geochemical
assays (Activation Laboratories, Perth, Western Australia. Method
MS-MS61), as originally provided for study. All values are in ppm
unless otherwise noted. Half detection limit values were used for
values below detection limits. Values for LOD are denoted as nega-
tives, except for Au, where -2000 signifies a sample lost or destroyed

during lab preparation.
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Appendix E

Principal Component Supplement
for Chapter 5

Data tables and figures are attached as a digital appendix. Included are:
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TABLE E.1: Classical (Pearson’s) correlation matrix values for data
used in the study. Values are shaded from low correlation, to no cor-

relation, to high correlation (blue to white to red).

TABLE E.2: Scaled coordinates for principal components, created by
scaling the length of the eigenvector to the eigenvalue.

TABLE E.3: Principal component values corresponding to the pro-
jected location of original input variables onto the calculated princi-

pal component axes.

TABLE E.4: Variance of coordinate values within eigenvectors. The
proportion of the variance in each eigenvector is displayed in the per-

cent column.

TABLE E.5: Variance of coordinate values within eigenvectors. The
proportion of the variance in each eigenvector is displayed in the per-

cent column.

FIGURE E.1: Principal component plots representing data shown in
5.6, but with axes oriented in a conventional manner. A. Elements in
CLR space shown on PC1—PC2, with B. showing an expanded view
of elements with relatively immobile behaviour in the study area. C.
Shows elements in CLR space plotted on PC1—PC3, with D. show-
ing an expanded view of tightly clustered elements with relatively

immobile behaviour in the study area.
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Appendix F

Interpolation Parameters for
Chapter 5

The following describes the parameters used to create interpolated wireframe of
mass balance volumes in Leapfrog GeoTM, Fig. 5.12. A bounding box of 386700
mE to 387800 mE, 6524900 mN to 6526300 mN, -868 RL to 408 RL was used. The
tops of wireframes were clipped to base of saprolite, approximately 280 RL. Kriging
interpolation used an anisotropic search ellipse (1:1:1). Variogram parameters were:
range = 100 m, sill = 1, alpha = 3 m, and drift = none. Value thresholds for elements
are listed in F.1. The gradational nature of alteration zones, host rock lithology, and
uncertainty of mass balance results were accommodated by selecting intervals that
best discriminated addition and depletion zones, with values chosen approximately
at quartile breaks.

Element Nugget Accuracy Strong + Weak + NA Weak - Strong -
Calcium 0.1 >5 NA -5 to 5 -15 to -5 < -15
Sodium 0.05 0.4 >25 5 to 25 -10 to 5 NA < -10
Potassium 0.05 1 > 150 50 to 150 -20 to 50 NA < -20
Bismuth 0.1 0.2 > 150 50 to 150 -20 to 50 NA < -20

TABLE F.1: Individual modelling parameters for elements shown in
Figure 12. Nugget and accuracy refer to the variogram. Cut-off
threshold values for wireframes are given for strong addition (Strong
+), weak addition (Weak +), approximately within error of uncer-
tainty (NA), weak depletion (Weak -), and strong depletion (Strong

-). Values of addition and depletion are given as mass change %.
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